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Discrimination Prohibited: No person in the United States shall, on the

grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination'under any program
or'activity receiving federai financial assistance; or be so treated on -the

basis of sex under most education programs or activities,receiving federal
- assistance.

The activity wciich isthe subject of this report was produced under a
grant from theU.S..Education Department, under the auspices of the Women's
Educational Equity Act. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect

the position or policy Of the Department, and no official endorsement should
be inferred.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

. Most" busin esses and their personnel executives are interested in finding
mature, reliable, and experienced workers. They are especially eager t0 find
workers.with`these characteristics who can also help them in meetingAffirma-
tive Action goals. Yet there is a large.pool'of just the 'kinds of people
who are underemployed. or unemployed. These are individua , such as women\
re-entering the fob marke"t, who 1,1ave extensive, job-relev Fit unpaid work
experience acquired PrOmtheir work in volunteer organiz Ions, -community
services activities, and the home.

The main purpose of this guide-44 to hel,p employer mho are interested in
hiring women who are returning to paid work after spend ng a period of time. as
homemakers and volunteers. However, the HAVE (Homemak' g And Volunteer. Experi-
ence) Skills materiafa can also be used by employers- t., /help employees use
their ynpaid Work-skills in iOb.changing or advanceme

The Project HAVE Skills materials include;

The Project HAVESkills Women's W'rkbook
iThe Project HAVE Skills"Counselor

The ProjectHAVE Skills Empldyer'

e ,--.

i......The chief purpose of these materials s to help womp
the levant they have learned agathomemak

match those skills with paid jobs. The materials' we
fran.the omen's Educational Equity Act Program of t

..-
Education.

0
,`

Why It Is Important to Recognize Women's Homema itig and Volunteer Work
Skills. Most employers are aware that improved recog itiOn of t4,14Ills
that women learn in homemaking, community service, Volunteer work ,i.and other
unpaid work would significantly inlgrove their abilit
returning to the labor force. -Fewer employers are a
recognize women's experiential learning may be contra
opportunity 0:els°.

A leaflet -,on tEqual 44loyment Opportunity for St'
(United States Civil Service Commission,.1974r'says:

Guide
Guide'

receive reco
rs and volunt

e developed
e DepartOen

r"4

ion of
and ta.

a grant
of

Many State and local,governments do
consideration orvollinteer or other
when they evaluite.the experience of
\for employment% This policy impacts
on minorities and wa'nen. \'Mlnorities

have been excluded'from jobs which'm

to recruiE4dnit women
re that faillui.e to

y to

, !

e and Local Governments

of permitg,
npaid work`

aRplicantp
dversely'll

nd women
ht give.:
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the experience necessary'to qualify for better
jobs. In addition, women more than any other

, groupof employees interrupt their careers for
a period of time to assume, the responsibilities .

P

e of,having children and raising them. Neverthe-
less they'have engaged in prodAtive volunteer
activity from which they have developed know-:

ledge and skills. This experience enhances
their value as prospective employees and ought-
to be recognized. 4

Le'gal articles also support the elimincionpf credential requirements
and ikeir replacement with job related skills. For example, an article in

theATyiL2wn Law.Review (White and Francis, 1976), states that "credential
'..------..,xequirements, are inherently discriminapry because minorities, women, and

older workers have less time and money to,l'apend on schooling than white

males." They continue by noting That "credential requirements undervalue .
experience and overvalue educational achievement" and say 04. use of creden-
tial requirements means that job applicants must have acquire a theirknowledge
and skills in a certain way.

Barriers to the Acceptance of Women'sNonmarket Work Experience. There

are six barriers that limit the recognition and acceptance of women's non-

.market work experience:

Identification: Job applications And.emilpymenC interviewers often

aneglect to ask women about their volunteer work, commlnity service,

vw and homemaking experiences. Additionally, women themdflves often

fail to bring such experience,to the attention of potential employers,

Articulation: Employers and their personnel officers lack materials
that show the relationship.between unpaid work experience and the

15
requirements of-paid jobs. - Thus', although they are aware that a-woman
has extensive volunteer work experience, they are unable to use this'
information in making a job placement.

.

Assessment: Testa and other systems that have been developed and

validated cor job, 'selection have 'focused `on the relevance of previous
formal education and paid work experience. They dray bedess effec-

, ,tive in the assessment of,honformal education and,unpaiework.
J ..'
Financial: Sincei,assessment of life experience learning isoften
individualized, it't'ends to be time-consuming and, therefore, costly.
Any assessment method used by employers must offset these costs
throegh lowertrainfng. costs, higher, productivity, or other similar

benefits.
,

.,.

.,.
. c .-

.,

Orgazation.of knowledge: Because of the manner in which it is

acquired, experiential learning is often structured diffesently than
o

A
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learning acquired through formal instruction. dult experiential
learners may have "spotty" areas of knowledge, withmary, but not
all, of \he skills needed to enter 'an occupation.o9

Belieft: Many people think that only work which is done for pay is
"real" work. Also sex stereotypes have caused the depreciation, of

much of.the unpaid work done by women. These myths lead People to the

mistaken belief that this work is trivial and of little, significance.

What steps can a peFsonnel officer or emilloyer take-to overcome these
obstacles?

d"'

Identifying Unpaid Work Experience.' The first and most obvious step in,

identifying womenls unpaid work experience is to be 'sure that'joh application
forms ana job interviews are structured-to obtain information about volunteer
work, coimunity service, and other opportunities for experiential learnig.
Intervijwers sh d be made aware of two possible problems in eliciting informs-09.bei

tion about un id work experience: . (1) women often describe volunteer work in
terms 0 the setting. in which, it was done (e.g., "I did some volunteer work
for the.hOspital") rather than in terms of the job 'functions they performed. .. :

It is important that the interviewer probe to find out if4this "work for the

hospilfal" involved, fund- raising; operating the gift shop, medical laboratory
assistance, or some other function; (2) women often tend to depreciate their

own abilities. It is important for the personnel worker to identify`the level
and scope-of responsibility in unpaid work as well as the.specifi!tasks and .'

dutiks. Volunteer organizations should be encouraged to develop job descrip-

tioq and to provide worker evaluations that canbe reviewed by employers,.
. -

''.A. survey of adult women's experiences and skills done for a related
prOeat (Ekstrom, Beier, Davis, Gruenperg, in press) found that evaludting.
and purchasing food, cooking, and managing money were among the.most'common
homemaking activities: However, surprisingly large proportions of the 131
women surveyed, Apse average age wasi.40, had done same less traditional

homemaking tasks. Forty percent haemsde automobile repairs, 46% hadrade
plumbing repairs, 49% hae'done electrical,..and.smalr appliance repairs49% had
done.carpentryor home construction projects, 84% refinished furniture, and

.

86% could do painting), wallpapering, or tile setting. Similarly, although '
'-',,.-

quantity food cooking and teaching groups of children Were among the'commonest,
volUnteer work .activities, 63% had trained other volunteers and 47% had

supervised other volunteers. Fifty-two percent had conducted telephone or
questionnaire surveys, -47% had managed a sale or shop, 45% had written news-
paper articles, and 39% had been responsible for the financial 4anagement of

their organization. , . ,

t

In this guide we provide -a copy of, a survey that Canlhelp employers to

identify women's job-relevant skj.11s`and experience.

,,.
-

Investigating, the Articulation between,Unpaid Work and.Paid Jobs:. Once 4
a personnel administrator understands the types of unpaid work skills that.

\

l
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adult women are likely to have acquired, s/he can begin to determine how thdse
skills relate to the jobs in a given business, industry, or service. Two

^ research studies have attempted to identify the relationship between homemalifig
and paid work. Nidkse (1975) asked 29 administrators tovate the relevance of
homemaking cdmpetencies for, professional and paraprofessional jobs in human
service agencies. All competency,,areas received mean rcings indicating that

' they included essential or desirable -job skills; the co4etencies were consid-
ered more relevant for the professional level jobs than for paraprofessional

*4. positions. Arvey and Begalla (1975/ used the Position Analysis Questionnaire
(PAQ) toacompare homemaking with over 1,000 jobs. Among the 15 jobs with
the greatest similarity to homemaking, were patrolman, home economist', fire
fighter, electrician foreman, hydroelectric machinery mechanic, repair linemen,
and vOcatignal training instructor-

.6

Hybels (197) found that 44% of a national 'simple of women in jo
involving public relations work report that they deyeloped their job s ills
partly or totally through volunteer work, as did 39% of women in managemeAts
jobs, 28%, in counseling, 25% in teaching, 23% in bookkeeping, 22%,in clerical
work, and 20% in research and writing jobs. --

. .

.:In'Project HAVE Skills we have developed a.Chart .which shows the relation-
ship between 28 areas' of homemaking and volunteer work experience and Department
of Labor occupational groups. There is a need for further research on the
relationship between skills learne4 in unpaid work and those used in paid jobs.

' Improving Assessment. .Assessing the job skills of re-entry women with
volunteer work or other unpaid work experience should beno different than
assessing the skills of any other job applicant. If a selection test,, such as
a typing test,.istypicall4 used for a position, it ought,to.qbe appropriate
for assessing the skills of all'job applicants. In some cases, test content
analyses and/or sepatate validity Studies for're-eotry women` in comparison to
other ,job applicants may need to be done. This is especially true if there
is any suggestidn,of adverse impact or'other evidence that the selection test
may benscreening out".apparently well-qUelified individuals.

./
'Personnel administrators suPervising the use of tests and other tradi-

tional,assessment devices should review them to see if they contain,the kinds
of content bias'that ;essen their effectiveness with individuals who may have
acquired jot- relevant knowledge through unpaid work experience and nonformal
education. ,POur kinds of content bias can affect the use of a test with women '

and minorities. These are: (1) numerical bias, (2) role bias, (3) status
bias, and (4) stereotypic bias. A fifth tyze of bias', called faipiliarity
bids, is la special problem when assessing the skills of re-;entry women or
other groupS that may have less fOrmal education or paid work experience .

but who haye other e)ktensive and 'job- relevant experience.

Numerical bias occurs when women, minorities,pr other groups are
:underrepresented or missing in job selection test content. The covert
message of such bias/is that this ocoupation is not open to all. 4

4

9
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Role bias occurs when 4e members of a group-are shown in only a limited
number of activities. Teit content analysis has shown that women are depicted
primarily as housewives, teachers, of secretaries. The subtle message. is that
these are the most appropriate jobs, for women.

,

0
'Status bias is related to role biasu and occurs' when tests fail to show

the members of a group in pbsitions that involve leadership arid authority.

.For example, tests that depict employment settings often show women as subOr7
dinates but rarely show theM as supervisors. This implies that women Cannot
advance up the career ladder; it also can discourage career aspirations.

Stereotypic bias occurs where the me ers of a group are uniformly
portrayed as having or lacking certain-apt tudes, interests, or personality
cbaracteristics. Tests and otherimatet-iais often portray4women. as,less

assertive.than men; when such tests are employed,in job selection, women may
,interpret this as an indication that assertive behaVior is not viewed as
desirable and, thus, fail to demonstrate their ability to a'ssertthemselves
when selling a product or when supervising others. .

,

Familiarity b as occurs when the individuals in-one group have had a
,greater opportuni to experience the situations depicted in a test item than
those another group, even though both groups have the same level of skills
in the area the item is intended to assess. Such familiarity bias may occur
when textbook-oriented ratherthan real-life conditions are used in test
items. It may also occur when the item setting is less faMiliar to one group

than another. For example, a spatial test may liken the visualization process
to what is involved in working with sheet metal. Yet the same kind of visuali-.
zation is,involed in working with dress patterns. Similarly, .mechanical

aptitude tests often'depict construction work and settings where"paid work is
:being done ratherthan showing these same activities being carried out as part
:of home.maintenance.and repair. Such content bias may contribute significantly
to the sex differences. reported in these:types of tests. Until the-prqblem of
femil+arty bias in test content is remedied, it is important for personnel
officers to see that such bias does not result in ."screening out" individuals

Y who have gained job-relevant experience from unpaid work and experiential
learning.

A second kind of problem associated with assessing re-entry women's
volunteer workand.other unpaid work 'experience is the lack of job descrip-
tions, work evaluations, and references from supervisors. In sefile cases, a

phone call to a local volunteer organization is all,that is'needed tp obtain
such information. Personnel administrators should encourage and work with the
volunteer groups in their community t2 help these groupsulevelop the kinds
of job descriptions, training descriptions,'evaivations and references that
will be of maximum assistance to volunteers who used unpaid work as to way of

'maintaining or de4eloping jaib-relevant skills. .Cdpies of forms to facilitate
collecting descriptions of volunteer jobs.and references for work in such jobs
can.be found on pages 8-and 9. These are copied from a leaflet produced by
the Cali-,fornia Office for Citizen Initiative and Voluntary Action. in cooperation

5
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with business groups. For mare information about working with volufiteer

organizations and agencies, write to Volunteer: National Center,for Citizen
Involvement., P.O. Box 4179, Boulder, Colorado 80306 or phone (303) 447-0492.

In some oases, itimay be impossible for a personnel office to obtain
unpaiddescriptive and evaluative infoFmatiOn about a woman's npaid licirk from

"supervisor orother third party. In these circumstances, it is probably

best to assess the.self-descriptive information from the woman exactly as
would be done for someone who has comparable paid employment experience but

,1..whose former employer or supervisor cannot be reached for verification.

Finally, it is important for a personnel office to assesis all of the

. skills of re-entry women, not just those which are involved in an entry-level
job. Data `from our research,and from other projects involving adult women show
that re-entry women often have developed interpersonal and managerial -skills

-
to a high level thfbugh their unpaid wprk, but that they may have less well

'developed technical skills. If only the entry-level technical skills are
assessed, companies may Overlook the management. development poten'tial of
re-entry women with extensive experience in leading community and volunteer

groups. Often, only a relatively short Period of on-the-job learning to
acquire or update technical sand professional skills is needed before such
women can be advanced into supervisory roles or =placed in management train-

. .

ming prfSgrams.

Dealing with Knowledge Gaps. The prOblem of knowledge gaps can be

solved best after assessment. The-employer may wish to hire the individual
with -the understanding thats/he takes certain Courses or training programs

to in the gaps:" Written agreements about empl6yee advancement after

completion of such training may be useful. If these is a consistent pattern
of gaps in'exverientialknowledge that.can be observed across a number of

iprospective employees, t may be useful to develop a training program to
Meet this need, or to confer with a local college about the desirability of
providing such a program. s'

Changing Beliefs. Ae'Mare comPanies hire re-entry women and other
individuals who have learned their job skills through unpaid work, it will
become increasingly important to maintain good records of the capabilities
and accomplishments of these people. Only through the careful analysis of
such information can evidence be obtained to dispel the myths about unpaid
work and to provide equal opportunity to those individuals who have the ,

ability and motivation ta-be one of the most important parts of the labor
force- of. the futute.

Why Hire Re-entry Women? Many employers are interested in hiring
adult women4cetUrhing to the paid work, force. Here are some reasons 'why

employers are hiring mature workers:

Workers 45 and over quit their jobs less than half, as often as 'younger

workers.

'9
6
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orkers 45 and over are half as - likely to change jobs as younger
-workers. -r

1.

-Workers hired after,age41) usually attaip higher performane ratings
in a. shorter time than workers, hired before age 30. 4.

.
c . ,

I t
The number-of workdays loSt, for all reason oes's:town as age!in-

/
creases. Workers over age 50 lose fewer wolePaSrs than those under .-:--

age 50. ,

Jy
,

Older. workers tend to have 'a more positive attitude toward work than
do younger workers. . .

.

/ \ -.. . ,

Employers who hire adult women are often able to reduce their turnover rates
and thus redute the costs of op-the-job training for new workers. Re=entry

. women who ,have been leaders in their-cominunit?Or in a volunteer organization
\

usually have excellent managerial and interpersonal skills. In addition,
they have learned how to motiOate others using psychic, rather than monetary,
rewards. '

Plan of This Guide. The remainder of this guide-haS folir chapters.
Chanter 2 describes the Development of the HAVE Skills 'Assessment Surirey: The

survey includes 132 Skills which are, commonly found among adult Women and which
were rated by'personnel Specialist& as being generalizableko a fairly wide
range of occupations. Chapter 3 describes'the Development and Use of the HAVE
Skills,Chart. The chart links Occupational Groups (from the'Dictionary of
OccupationalTitles) with 28,"I Can" lists. The "I Can" lists are competeftey
statements fOr skills that are learned or used by women in their homemakin'
andiiiolunteer work. Chapber 4 describes how evloyers'can develop their own
Aceeening instrument for any.occupation or group of,occupations using material
from the Can" lists. The final chapter,, byDCarorTruesdell,'discusses the
value of giving job credit for vopiliteei work experience. 'The HAVE Skills
purvey and the "I Can" lists appear in the7Appendices'to4this volume,'

4
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_ VOLUNTEER JOB DESCRIPTION FORM

Title of Position: Date:

Department/Location:.

Reports to (title and,name):
,

General Nature, Scope, anePtirpose of the Position:

f

Duties and Responsibilities (list in order of importange).:

V

st 84

r

"tt

Supervisory Responsibilitiet (how many, Sob titles, type of supervitich given):

8 13
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VOLUNTEER WORK EXPERIENCE
REFERENCE FORM

Agency/Organization Served

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Volunteer

Name,:

Address:

Telephone:

Volunteer Job Title:

Description of skills, knowledge and abilities to perform duties and
respOnibilities df the job (include equipment and toolsused):

cr

Number and type of workers supervised:

-Dates of service in this voluntvr job: From:

Length of service in this volunteer job:

Actual hours served in this job: per day

per month

Signature of Volunteer Worker:
1

Signature of Volunteer Services Supervisor:

Name:

Title:

to,,

years,

months

weeks

per week,

total hours

4

.

4

Telephone: Date:

(Note to Volunteer Worker: This
unteer experience. It should be

a future job reference.)

',Iv

certificatiOn is your record of your vol-
retained, as you might wish verification for

9

ts
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT OF T,HE HAVE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY
it

/

A Set of questionnaire items, describing skills that women learn. through
homemaking and volunteer work, was prepared. The development of these items
began with a review of the."I Can" lists in How to Get College Credit for What
.You'Have Learned as a Homemaker andVolunteer (Ekstrom, Harris and LOckheed,

re 1977). Items were selected from these lists if the skill described was
job-relevant. Next, additional "I Can" lists were developed to cover skAls
and areas not previously included and representative items were selected from
these new lists.

The. final questionnaire consisted of 524 items covering skills related
to*

.;
"Administration, and Management, Animal Care, Clerical Work, Communica-

tions, Community Resources and Services, Consume'r Economics, Counseling and .

Ineetpersonal Relations, Design and Aesthetics, Emergency Care and Crisis
Intervention, Financial Management and Sales, Food Preparation and Nutrition,
Fund Raising, Health and Child Care, Horticulture, Legal and Civil Rights,
Physical and Mechanical Tasks", Problem Solving, Research, and Teaching or
Training.

Using these items, two versions of tht questionnaire were prepared, one
for women and one for personnel specialists.

a.

In the women's questionnaire,.the respondents were asked to rate their
experience.and skill on a scale ranging from 3 = 1 do this frequently to 0 = I
'have never done this. In the personnel specialist's version, the respondents
were asked to rate these same. skills on a scale of job-relevance ranging from
3 = Relevant for many jobs to 0 = Not jOb-relevant. The personnel specialists
were also aaked to list a paid job requiring each of the 524 skills.

The women's questionnaire was sent to 125 adult women who had previoUsly
agreed, as a result of project publicity, to take part in this research. One
hundred twenty-two responses were received, a response rate of 98%.

Eighty-seven percent.of the women respondents are white, 8/. are black,
and the remainder represent other minorities. TwentY-three percbrit had com-
pleted their education in high school.; 19% had attended college, but had4
not received a degree; 25% are college graduates and the remainder have
attended graduate school. Nearly half (40%) of. the women were over age 35.
The avdrage respondent has two children. About one-third of the women
respondents live in an urban area, another third divd in a suburban area, and
the sregainder livein small towns or rural areas.

The personnel specialists version was sent to 96 individuals who had in-
dicated an interest in this research; 56 responses were received (a response
rate of 58%). Approximately half of the personnel specialists (52%) are

o
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employed by serviceoriented businesses. About a quarter (23%) arp employed
in manufact%ring firms. Fourteen percent.are employed in transportation,
communications;' and utilities companies.

The average ratings by the women and by the personnel specialists on
each questionnaire scale are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the women
have the most extensive experience in consumer economics, food preparation
and'nutrition; and health and child. care.

that
areas.are all,related to

homemaking and we should not be surprised that.they represent women's most
frequently used skills. The highest skill frequency area which appears
unrelated to homemaking is clerical work. When we asked the women about
previous paid work experience, we found that 20% had dbne secretarial work,
14% had been shipping or stockroom clerks, 11°4 had been cashiers, 8% had been
typists', and 14% had done other kinds of clerical work. It seems likely that
these women are maintaining and uSing these same skills in unpaid clerical
work for volunteer organtzations..1

9
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. Table 1 ' .\

\
Mean Ratings by Women and by Per§onnel Specialists \ ,

Skills Afeaf

mipistration and Management
.

,

Animal Care
A

Clvical

CoMmunications ...

,

Cornm.udity Resources and Services

Consumer Economics .

Counseling and Interpersonal

Design and Aesthetics

Emergency and Crisis Intervention
.

c'"-Financial Management and Sales

Food Preparation and Nutrition
- .

-Fund Raising

Horticulture

Legal and Civil Rights

Mechanical' and' Physical

Problem Solving

Research

Teaching and Training

4

-

, , Personnel Ratings of
Women's Experience Job-Relevance

..

1.54 '1.93$

0.48 , . 0.70

' 2.02 . 2.42.

1.70 1.77
...

4
1.35 1.24

2.5.6. ,,0.83 ,

'--

.-- 1.81 % 1.46 .4

1.83 6.87
.4.. .

.. 1.27. 1.30
k

d L

1.32 1.64 .

2.34. 1.11

-1.20 1.05

Health and Child Care 2.10' 1.02
.

1.70

0.70

1.391
I

1.81 .

1.31'

1.83.

'P 0.86

1.21

1.18

1.72

1.38

'1.39

13
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Other skill areas in which the women respondents appear' to have fairly
extensive, experience are design and aesthetics, teaching and trainint, coun-
seling and interpersonal, problem solving, horticulture, and administration
and manageMent. The only two areas in which the,women'S skills appear to be
quite limited are animal date and civil and legal rights.

The pers'Onnel specialists gave the -highest rating for job-relevance to
the clerical skill area. 061 'lls areas which were rated moderately high

4
by'the personnel specialists are adm '.titration and management, problem

solving,,communicationsr and financial mangKment and sales. The four skill

areas.which the personnel specialists rated asing the most limited job-
r4evance were: animal care, consumer economics, design and aesthetics, and
horticulture.

Theme experience ratings for women confirm what other research has shown;
adult women, on the average, spend more time in homemaking and volunteer.
work activities which develop their interpersonal skills than in activities
'which develop-more nontraditional skills, and abilities. These ratings also
provide considerable evidence that adult women have acquired skills that are

relevant to a wide range of careers. The experience ratings in areas, such
0

as problem, solving, Communications,NO administration/management Are all

above the mid -point of our scale. Each of these areas represents a generic
skill tharshould he transferable to a large number of occupations.

The skills which were rated by womenjas things which they did fair,ly
frequently (average ratinglof 1.5 or higher) and which were also rated by
the personnel speciafists,as having fairly, broad job relevance (average rating
of 1.5 or higher) were compiled into the HAVE Skills Assessment Survey. A

copy of this survey anti an interpretive key- can bejound in Appendix A. The

key shows the occupational groups requiring the indicated skill, accoiIing to
the personnel specialists. The occupational groups are listed in -the key in

order of the 'frequency in Which they were mentioned. Each occupational group
listed in the lcey was mentioned by more than 10% of the group of personnel
speCialists as requiring t6 indicated skill.

1

THe name of an occupationallroup in this key should not be interpreted
as indicating that we believe adult women have, acquired, through their homemak-
ing and volunteer experience, ar1 the skills necessary to enter the indicated

occupation. What we are suggesting through th,is'research is that adult women
who have experience and skills relevant to a wide variety of occupations be
placed in appropriate jobs in which they can use that experience and ski1.1.,
In addition, employers'may wish to encourage 'adult women to enroll in trainink
programs where they can acquire other skills and knowledge to supplement their

experiential learning. Community colleges,, vocational and technical institutes,
and other educational institutions'are frequently able to provid instruction
in,speiific technical skills to fill knowledge gaps in adults experiential
learning.

If the occupation requires a license or certifrcat,e, there may be local
colleges which will not only provide the'required. training but which also

44
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award academic credit for life experience learning'in these areas. The

Council for the Advancedent of Experiential Learning (CAEL), Lakefront North,
Suite 300, Columbid', Maryland 21044, can provi more information about this
process. The council operates a toll-free telephone service' (800- 638 -7813)
which will provide the names of colleges that award credit for prior learning;
they will 'also identify the kinds of curricula ot-programs in which such credit
is available.

Many colleges are now willing to award academic credit for'what adults- 4
learn in company-sponsored training. courses. The American Council on Educe-
tiorr will,visit training programs and determine thenumber and level of
college credits which can be awarded to individuals who complete the program
successfully. A book, The National Guide to Credit Recommendations for Non-
collegiate Courses, dedcribing this,proczgp and indicating the business and
industrial training programs which have already been assessed, is available for

-.$12.00 from t1e American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington,
D.C. 20036'. thus, employeis who develop their own training programs-)for
re-entry women and other workers may be able, at the same time, roassist
these individuals in obtaining college credit.

The'HAVE Skills Assessment Survey can be used by employers to obtain
. . ,

'self- ratings of skills from re-entry women. It was not possible, within the
'time and scope of this research, to determine what utility the. HAVE Skills
self-ratings might have for employee Selection. However, related research
(Project ACCESS), using self-ratings to identify the skills of women returning"
to paid employment, has encouragidg preliminary findings. In a fallow-up with

employers, six months after the women began work, the Project ACCESS employers
. evaluated the women in'the project in comparison-to all people recently hired

and all'people currently holding the same job. No Project ACCESS.wOman was .

rated "below average" in either of these comparisons. Sixty-nine pecent of
the women were rated "abovq. average" compared to other wpmen currently holding

.

the same lob. 9"
.

.

.
.

Employers also eyaluated the Project ACCESS women on tie specific skill

.

skills .

from the women's self-rating scale which had been indicated by the employer- 6

as relevant for the job. For example, one-third of the fi'e'ld test jobs

involve suPervision ot other workers. All,of the women holding these jobs
iere,rated'as "above average" supervisors by their employers. One-third of

the jobs, involve selling a product or service; 67% of the women holding these
job's were rated by their employer as "above average" in their s les ability.
Sixty percent of tht-jott.s involve the use of writing 4ills; 80% of the women
holding these jobs were rated "above average" in their writing a ility:
Forty-four percent of the jobs involve doing arithmetiCor computations; 60%
of the'women were ratedas "above average" in this "skill.

,
r r

A very limited preliminary analysis of ho, the women's self- ratings
compared with employer§' evaluations of them on the same skill found that the
woman's self-ratings and employer.evaluation were identical 5% of the time, 78%
of the time the woman rated herself loWer than did the employer, and 17% of the

C
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st,ftme the woman rated heiself more highly Chan did her emplqyer. Thus, women's

skill &elfratings appear to be an unddrestiftte-of employment pe'rforman'ce.
!l

It is apparent, however, that the'survey is not useful fir all occupa
Jdeal with this, we developed` the HAVE Skills ChOlCithat can be

fodnd in Appendix B. The use of this chart is discussed i4;t4e next chapter.

r
r

r
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CHAPTER 3

k

DEV-ELTIENT AND USE OF THE HAVE SKILLS CHART

One problem in tire development of the HAVE Skills Assessment Survey
study was the emphasis it placed on the degree to which women%sOomemaking and
volunteer experience skills could be transferred to a wide range of occupa-
tions. What, is probably more important is.determining the utility of a given
skill for a particular occupation. While the survey key provides some assis-
tance.to personnel administrators directing re-:entry women to occupational

.

areas, it is far from complete.

To dea1100.th this, the project staff developed-the HAVE Skills Chart. /he
-chart, which.appearS' on pages 53 to 59; gives Ihe'Dictionary of Occupational
Titles three7digit occupational groups related10 each of the'28 "I Can" lists
of women's skills. (These list's are given in Appendix- C.) The chart began.
with the data from the survey. It was ;hen suppletented by analysis of the
skills in'each "I Can" list and the skills involved in each occupation,

according to gccupational.descriptions in sources, such as the Ibietionary of ,

Occupational Titles and Occupational Outlook Handbook.

This occupational analysis focused on.two basic transfer elements: (1)

transfer from unpaid to pSid work in a similat environment, industry settingc,
office.lihiary, or health tare facility; and (2) transfer using the

sa skills but in a different'setting, e.g., doing quantity fOod cooking in a

restaurant instead of at a church supper', using ceramics. skills in a dental
iabOratory instead of in home crafts projects'. °'

Special attention should be give ,to tw of the "I Cair" lists which may be
useful in identifying women who have "nontraditional" skills. These lists are
Artist/CraftiFiTton and Home Maintenanta Technician: In arts and crafts work
women.may learn how to do soldering and metal work, glass cutting,' etching,,
lithography; printing, and c;ramics work, to name just a few possibilities.
Similarly, women skilled in,doing liome mAktenance ta'skieMsy have leArned
simple plumbing, wiring,,and,appliance reps rr skills as well as.skill in
painting, wallpapering, and tile setting'. A

A

To use the chart, locate the name of the occupational gr p in the left=
hand column.. The groups are listed 'by their three-digit-Dictionari of Occupa-
tional Titles' number: In the adjacent right-hand column you will find the
name of4one or more homemaking and volunteer skills lists: These Ire the
"I Can" lists from which-the items on the survey were abstracted:'

.

.

: '''

0,

1

There is not, ofjcourse, a perfect correspondence between the content of
these.lists.and the requirement6,df the occupational groups: Insome cases At.
the "I, Can" lists cdgtain'a subgrOup of'iteMs that relate to one occupation,
while the other iteMs,on the list dO not have this collrespondece. ThIS'is

.
-

..
especially true of the Artist/Craftsperson and Home Maintenance, Technician

lists. , -._
, . A 0
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'. Additionally, there are cases where only a portion of-Phe-occupations
1, in a group use the particular skill list. 'or examples the lists of skills

for Counselor, Human Resources Manager, and Teacher/Trainer are indicated, t

as related to occupational group L66, Pers
69A

nel Administration Occupations.
ThkHumad Relations Manager list is relevant for all occupations in this group.
The Teacher/Trainer list ira relevant for some but,TOt.all the occupations in

this group (e.g.', fqr Education and Training Manager or Training Representative
but not Occupational Aqalyst or Compenaation Analys1). 4, '- ...../°...,

-m144

,
. C..... 4 *

In some cases We-have listed occupations at the professional and technical
levelbwhich are not realistic choices as iptrylpoints fora re -entry woman,

J. regardless of how experienced and 'skilled, if 'ale'lacks.equirep formal
credentials, such as occupational certificates and licenses, For example§ we
list 073, Veterinarians, as related to Animal pare. It is more realisticCo-
expect at an individ 1 with ,interest,.skilrand experience in this area, if

she doe flot wish toga rain formal credentials as a veterinarian, will, select

a job such as a veterinary - hospital attendant ._Atiye list these linkages to
stress the high level of expertisewhich Arne women may have acquired. and to

.suggest possiblesible job ladders as formal'training is acquired. It should Se. ,

/ emphasized that even highly skilled re-entry4omen rarely haVe all of the
knowledge that an individual formally trained for the occupation will ave,

'so that either on-the-job training or additional educatiOn may be necess
to complete knowledge gaps.

!,.
1. 4

, , . ,.

Other skills'frpm the "I Can" Fists, such' ad those of,a Administrator/
Manager, are more widely transferable and, M,addition, apply to many jobs
.which do not'require specific edueitiOnal degrees or occupatiOnal certificates
or Licenses. 'These more widely transferable skint, hold he greatest promise
fo help employers find workers whose experiential Idernitni can.be put to

, optimum use / . J

- ft . 0 #
.

, 1 Use Of the HAVE Skills Chart. -Employers: or:their personnel administra-
"tors can'use thellAVE Skills Chart ,to select one or more "I Can'T`tists relevant

, I,
/ toap occupation. These lists, in turn, cah be used as self- rating scales. for

re-entry women, in addition to or instead of the survey. .

,,. il a
.. . .

' Some employers may wish, before using the suggested "I Can" lists, to
have the content reviewed ancl edited by job analysts, so that only the items

1,..

which are relevant to the part4ular job are included for Iinal use. Alternan st
os

.; tively, a system of\ ratings by supervisors boy be generates' to detefine the
...

.'job- relevance of the "I Can" list.
.

.

v.

,
04'

,

Nip

To develop such ratings, we recommend a two - factor scale: 11) the
importance of the skill In'tHe occupation, and (2) if the skill must be known
before beginning work or if it Can tie acquired on the job. The following

scale for ranking occupational relevaftee,is suggested: . 1
.....4,\

4.= Necessary for all workers in thli occupation;

18,
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2 = Desirable for workers in this occupation; or

Necessary for .some but, not all workers in 'this
occupation;.

1 = Necessary or.desirable for only a feC7iWorkers
in this occupation; or

r Necessary for o ion but not for entrylevel
work;,

'0 = Not necessary for this occupation. .-

The items rated 3 constitute a minimum competency scale for the occupation.`
,u

The next basic question is if these minimui competencies mdet be known by
the individual before's/he begins the job or if they can be leained on the job
or in an employersponsored training program. A dichotomous raLing'scale can
be used.

skillsskills from:Ehe "I Can" list which are necessary for all workers in
the occupation and which must be known before the individual begins the job
can'h4'used to screen reentry women who seek employment inthe occupation.,

A second use of the HAVE Skills Chareis to identify occupa,tions for
'adult women who are-returning to paid employment. A personnel administrator
Or job counselor can havd theie women review the "I Can" lists to identify
those lists which are CloseSE to the individual's skids and experience. The

chart can then be read to identify,occupational groups in which these skills
may be used, The Project HAVE*Skills Women's Woikbook.,and the Project HAVE
Skills Counselor's tuide can be used to develop a ,program for counseling
reentrywomen or a program for women employees interested in job ,change.

.*
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CHAPTER 4

. DEVELOPING A PROCESS 'TO IDENTIFY RE-ENTRY WOMEN'S SKILLS

q4.

.

Some em loyer,especially those who handle large numbers of job appli-
cants, may, sh to .develop their own materials to identify re-entry women's
jbb;yelevan skills. ThisTrocess involves combining the items from the job
description and the skills from the related "I Can'_' list, determining their-
utikity'.in selecting superior workers, assigning credits to the xperiences

04and skills that are usefnlCin"selecting superior workers, and c nstructing an
experience-based.selection instrument. -

This process is similar to thatemployed in Cher job element method,of
er personnel selection (Primoff, 1975). It can,help personnel administrators .

reduce their dependence on traditional credentials (such as a college degree);

.
which may be'creting artificial barriers for individuals who havlearned
their skills through experience.

The process, in more detail, follows: ..'.

1. Select the occupation(s) to be covered. Most employees wil l probably-
wi. sh to use this process for occupations whichchave a high demand for
workers and/or for occupations in which they wish to increase the .

hir. of women and minorities.
- , 41.1.

O , a
2, Obtain job descriptions for the selected occupation(s). If interne).

job descritptions are no availlAle, the-escriptions in the Dictionary
bf Occupational-TItles.(,D.0.T.) may ftscsed. The descsriptiems-should
be reviewed and revised, as necessary, ,to state the knowledge, skills, ;

ab'ilities,.and other Work characteristics ,(KSAO's) tequired in the
a, occupation: s

.
3. Using the HAVE Skills Chart, select the women's skill ("I Can")

list(s) which'relates to the occupation.

4. Create a rating form for each occupation. The form should contain
the WO-items and the items from the "I Can" -list. A sample form: °
is given on page 23. V%

5. Assemble a group of supervisors (or experienced workers) in the .

occupation. Ask them'to complete the rating form. Uee two categories
bf ratings: (L) .the importance of.the skill for the,oeCiiation, and

whether, the skill must be known prior ,to, employment. or can
be learned concurrently with employmerit.

6. Compute the average ratings for each KSAO/Skill:

*21
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7. Determine cutting scores for screening. Nofe that items which have

an average Importance Category Rating of2.0,or higher are considered

"Ngcessary" or."Desirable" by the majority of raters. Note also that

Learning Category Ratings of 0.5 or him indicate that the majority
of raters considgr the KSAO/Skill to be one that must be known before

beginning the job.

A. Develop an_employment applicant screening form.' It is suggested that

such, a form include all KSAO/Skills with an Importance Category_Rating

of 1.0'or higher.......3

, ,
. --t

9. Screen potential employees by
,

obtaining their et.lfralings on the'
.

applicant screening form. Select those who indicate that they are
able to perform the KSAO /Skills rated at or aboves...the cutting scores

(e.g., those who have all.the necessary skills which cannot be

learned on the job). :

10. -Administer any necessary tests to determine the validity of skill
selfreport or have the applicant demonstrate *elected job skills.

11. ,Hite the individuals who meet the hiring criteria.
- .

Monitor their job performance to determine, the validity of the

dcreening process.

.4

*
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HAVE Skills Occupational Analysis Guide

Occupational Title:

CATEGORY RATINGS

.
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.

teaMing
3=Necessary.
2=Desirable

1-

1=Limited: Relevance
0=Not Relevant
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CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATIONS TO EMPLOYERS ON THE VALIDITY
OF GIVING EMPLOYMENT CREDIT FOR VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE °

by Carol Truesdell

1. Remember that by recognizing the marketa bility of volunteer work, you
-.are encouraging and supporting citizen participation which improves the

- quality of lifein your community.

2. Don't overlook the significant learning add competence that can come from
carefully designed, volunteer, experiences.

3. Try to distinguish the voluntegrs who have focused their time and effort
in a few significant areas in order to achieve results from those whose
servicepis shallow and fragmented.

4. Learn to think'functionally, instead of by title or position. Determine
HOW a person did a job as well as WHAT he/she did.

5. Ask the same questions you would ask of a person with a paid work history:
. a

how many hours per week did you work?
What were your resijonsib,ilities2;, .

What skills and knowledgetdid you use?
How were you supervised?
What training did you have?
What did you atcomplish?
How were you evaluated?

%

Recognize that some of these question's may be difficult for volunteers to
answer since most* volunteer organizations are just beginning to recognize
the need' or documentation of volunteer experience and the need for
performance appraisals against objective standards.

"- 7. Recognize that Volunteers are generally self-starters and usually highly
motivated, dependable, and people-oriented--all important work charac-
teristics.

Consider that it is usually more cost-efftctive.to train a generalist in
technical areas,than it is to teach a technical expert how to relate to
people.

9. Remember that volunteers know the community well, have many contacts and a
highly developed sense of public relations.



O

10. Realize that re-entry women, trading on their volunteer skills, present
your company with an additional untapped pool of managedent talent and an
opportunity to achieve your EEOC obaectives.

"Reprinted from the Leaguer, February 1979, with the permission of the author."

0
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APPENDIX A

1. HAVE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

2. HAVE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY KEY

The HAVE Skills Assessment Survey includes 132 items, selected or adapted
from the "I Can" lists. Theseitems were rated, by a sample of 122 adu.lt
women, activities which they perform frequently. These same items were
rated by 56 personnel specialists as being used in a vqri,ety,of occupations.
Thus, each item repr,esents a skill that is commonly done by adult women and
which is transferable to a number of ocAppations.

The HAVE Skills Assessment Survey Key provides, 'for each item, the names
of the occupational groupi'Mentiohed by 10% or more of the personnel special

'

ists as requiring the indicated skill.

a
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A

HAVE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

r

. Name:

Instructions: On the list below, rate your homemaking, community service, and

4 volunteer work skills using the following scale:

13 = I can do this very. well; I enjoy doing this; others praise me

or compliment meon my ability to do this.

2 = I can do this fairly well; I can do this without any serious

problems most of the time.

1 7 I can do this but I do not do.it well or I dislike doing this.

0=- I cannot do this; I never have done, this.

1. Plan and coordinate activities.

2. Develop lone-range goals that foster organizational continuity

and growth. ,

3. D7elop specific plans to meet long -range goals.

e
4. Evaluate my own,pr'othe*s-effectiveness in meeting goals and

objectives.

`5. Identify the re sources, includinipersonnel,.money, materials,
time; needed to accomplish an objective:

6. sh riorities based on the importance of each objective

to g-range goals.

7. Work creatiyely within the structure ands setting of an organi-

zation. .

8. Coordinate simultaneous projeCts,
.

9. Determine the need for and develop alternative plans.

10. Organizea project i its component parts\and determine the

sequence in which t ese activities need to be performed.

e",

1. Establ,ish work flow and work loading procedures.

12. Develolcand work within an agenda.

.1
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13. Delegate responsibility and establish accountability procedures

to determine if these responsibilities have been met: ,

14. Establish and/or maintain procedures to monitor work. quality and

quantity.

'15. Solicit and make positive use of negative and positive feedback.

16. Use techniques that will elicit new ideis.

17. Help workerg see the relevance of their experience to their long

range career and/or personal` goals.

18. GiVe Triority to those needs and problems whicluoepe most impor

tant.

19. Select problem areas re levant to organizational needs.

'20. _Develop practical plans to identify needs and the time, dosts and

.personnel requirements to meet these needs.

21. Explain the relationship'between a particular job and organize-

tional goals.

22.. Secure resources, both human and Physical Materials and/or
money).'

te:

23 Select or recruit individuals Or a variety of jobs.

24., Provide. orientation for individuals new to the organization. '

25. Understand individuals' needs and motives in workytuations.

\ ,
.

26. Abide by organizational standards.,
.o,

I:
. A
27: Provide positive reinforcement to tt,. workers involved and

yro4uctive. .

.
.

28. Perforth a variety of clerical tat_ks, typing and filing.
.

v.

29. Cafry out oral or written instructions omplexity.

30. Foll8W orders and accept supervision.

31: Learn and 'apply the roles of an organizatio
.

.

32. Use office eq iimment, stich as typewriters,

and calculators.

35. Develop and/or maintain current files.
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34. Keep records and prepare reports.

35. Obtain aneverify routine factual` information..
A

36. Establish effective communications throughout sn organization.t .

"-1

37. Articulate-the philosophy of an.organization.

.

38. Serve as'the ppokespqrson for an organization.

39. Interpret, to the public' and to people in need of assistance, an

organization and its services.

Identifyltarget audiences.

41. Determine the communication technique(s) most appropriate foram

audience.

42. Identify representatives of other organizations and/or of local,

state and Federal government to receive information'abopt an

,1" organization.

43. Establish an interchange with the representatives of various

interest gtoUps.
,OOP

1 -

44. Publicize and promote organizational materl'als.

.
45.. Speak in public to .4arge audiences.

'..
,04;

46. I4eniify potential. allies and select technique's to enlist 'heir

support,

47. Present-argumentsand evidence tosupport a position. I
104 '

48. Use communications %kills to persuade others. ..
; . 0

.

49: Organize and conduct meetings`. at < t
4

. .. .
/50. I Identify those people in community agencies, Organizations, and . ,

services who can, eliminate "red:tape."
14

51. Keep others inforthed about progress, in writing or vetbally.

52. Plan'and carry. out a prograM of publicity for a product or
1...

service. .

53. Translate information and facts to a level of understanding

appropriate to the background andexperiences of aid audience., 1
:71
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Create.commtlnications.or public relations programs that explain -

-th'e-goals of -)an organization.

55. Choose appropriatediovisual Materials.

56.' Make an effective oral° presedtation to agroup.
0

a

57. Design posters, leaflets, brochures or other publications.
. 't -7

58. Establish rapport with individuals of diyerse'bgckgrounds.

59. Establish rapport with a person seeking advice.

60. Show compassihn for those with problems.

61. Serve, as.a "sounding board" for those with problems..

62. Provide moral supports

63.

64.

Identify individual's - problems. and difficulties by a variety
of methods,

Recognize the nonverbal cues and behaviors which indicate ten
sions or problems.

65.- Vse.qqestioping skills,

66. Demongtrate.listening'skills.

67. Encourage the development o "Common sense."

68. Use techniques which hefp.peopletalk spontaneously. 4

69. Determine the urtency'of a problem and handleeit appropriately.
s

70. Use approltiate techniques to solve interpersonal problems.
.

71. Use techniques that ptevent or limit conflict betften individuals.

72. Provide advice-and iniormal-counseling when appropriate. '

73. Conduct ne gotiations with an awareness of the necesslity'of cony
Fromise.

74. Recognize and deal witirm edical emergencies.

k and behave ratidhally when dealihg witell an emergency.175.

76: ,Estab h priorities in dealihg with problems or emergencies

1.,

e
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s

77. Develop support systems to deal with emergencies.

78. 'Budget existing funds.

79. Understand and interpret a budget.

'80. ,Present the rationale and jtistrfication0for.a budget.
1

81: .Establish procedures to monitor income and expenditures..

82. Detevaine the costeffectiveness of different possible actions.

83. Establish procedures (inceufives,'etc.) which encourage fiscal
responsibility:

84. Monitor income mid expenses so as to'exercige fiscal control'
° and, when necessary', adjust existing budgets.

441
85. Establish,and maintain financial records and procedures which

will meet ,external audit or accountability requirements.

86. Assess needs to determinewhat financial support is required.

87P. Survey and choose?among suppliers of products and services.

88. Collect and record Monies due.

89. Deal effectively with customers.

90.. Describe the legal rights and responsibilities of one or tore'
of 'the fallowing: citizen, consumer, home owner, tenant, parent,
child, volunteer worker or board member, employer, employee.

91. ReaU witrC understanding and-interpret one or more of the'follow
ing: leases, Warranties, insurance policies, medical consent
and. release °forms, .contracts and legT1 agreements.

. t-

92. Care for and maintain the equipment and materials used in a
home or organization.

s .

93. Observe proper safety precautions in uding tools, equipment,
and machinery.N

I

. .

94. Use problem solving and decision making,skills.

95. Identif avenues to change.

96. Select data that document the need for change.

97. Identify are4s Where chaup'is needed.



98. Develop plans for investigating a problem.

'.99. Compile a list of, special needs or problems within,a problem
area.

100. ,Identify and compile information about one orfmore of the follow-

-, ing: the groups affected by a problem; the sources of power 1

which can facilitate or block change;; and existing resources,
programs and other factors which impact on a problem.

101. Describe problem areas for the purpose of program development.

'102. Define and specify the basic issues in a problem area.

193. Explain the process'of change;

104. Demonstrate understanding of the legislative process and how it
can be.used to implement, change.

),

105. Identify the relevant constituencies concerned with.a problem
(both'pro and con) and describe their:position.

106s Identify significant individuals and-groups (such as, community
leaders, government officials, and legislators) who,can help to
implement change in a particular area.

107. Use contacts constructively.

108. Use, a library and other reference resources.

MP
109. -Gather information'by conducting,interviews, confirming facts

and identifying trends. -

110. Identify or collect background data or-information.

11,1. Obtain data.'

112. Process data.

113. Analyze and summarize data.

114. Make inferences from data.

115. ,Make conclusions and reopmmendations from data.

.110 Identify training needs.
4

,-
117. Train others-to do specific jobs' or tasks.

`118. Make a training plan.

40
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119. Conduct a training session.

120. Help those trained see the relevance'of this to their

longrange career goals or personal development.

121.. Establish a goad workingrelationshiz:ith a learner.

-122. encourage .40 support a learner.

123. Identify learner needs and difficulties.

....,124. Plan a lesson or series of lessons..? *

125.. Pace instryption at a speed appropriate o the learner:

126. Set and monitor instructional objectives]."

127, Select instructional material and techniques appropriate to

learner backgraund and experience.
4

128. Admintater or di ect a youth program.
4 -tyi

129. Use audiovisual materials in conjunction withJectures. .
,

ix,

130. Keep Apcords. of individual and group progress.

131. Manage effectively in high pressure situations.

132. Meet ccountability demands of others.
\ 7

4

4
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HAVE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY KEY

A

Occupational'groupsmost frequently

1 Managers; administrators

2 Managers; administrators'

/
3.

4. Managers;

5. `Managers;

o,
Managers;

,

"""ne...6, Managers;

Managers;7.

8. Managers;

9. Managers;

10. Managers;
-'4*11

li. °Managers,

A.2. Managers;

13. Managers;

14. Managers

i .15. Managers;

14. )tanagers;

administrators

administrators

administrators

administrators

'administrators

administrators'

administrators

administrators

,

mentioned as requiriiig each skill:

industriallengiTers; administrators

administrators

adMinistrators

adglinistrators

administrators

administrators

17. Managers; personnel workers;' administrators

'1. 18: Managers; personnelworkers; administrators
"

'19. Managers; personnel workers; administrators

20. Managers;personnel.workers; administrators

nagerE4,0Sryannel workers; administrators

22. Personnel workers; manageis
...

a

r
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23. Personnel workers; managers

24. Personnel workers; managers

25. Managers; personnel workers

-26. Managers; personnel workers

Managers; personnel workers

28. Secretaries; clerical

29. Secretaries; clerical

30. Clerical occupations;

31. Secretaries; clerical

occupations;, file clerks

occupations

secretaries

occupations

32. Secretaries; cleriC11 occupations

33. Secretaries; clerical occupations;

34. Secretaries; clerical occupations;
,

35. Secretaries; clerical occupations

36. Managers; public relations workers

37. Managers; public relations workers

38. Public relations/workers; managers

39. Public relations workers; managers

40. ,Public relations workers; advertiping

41. Public relations workers; advertising
workers

42. Public relations NorktOs;l'i;anager6

43. Public relations workers; managers

44. Pub.li lations workers; advertising
workers

45. Public relations workers; managers

file clerks

managers

personnel workers

personnel workers

46. Public relations workers; managers

46

workers; managers

workers; managers; personnel

workers; manageT.personnel

42
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47.

48.

49.

Managers; lawydrs

Managers; public relations workers

Managers; administrators

50. Managers; public relations workers

51. Managers; administrators

-"7
52. 'Public relQions workers; advertising workers; managers

53. Public relations workers; managers; personnel workers

ti
54. Public relations workers; managers; personnel workers

55. Public relations workers; personnel workers; advertising workers

9

56. Public relations workers; managers

57. Public relations workers; advertising workers; managers

58. Personnel workers; managers

59. Personnel workers; managers

- 60. Personnel workers;, psfchologists; managers

61. Personnel workers; psychologists; managers

62. Managers; psychologists; persOnnel workers

63. Perbonnel workers; managers; psychologists; social workers

64. Personnel wor4ers; managers; psychologists; social workers 0

65. Personnel workers; psychologists;naanagers

66. Personnel workers; Managers; psychologs

67. Managers; personnel workers; psychologists

68. 'Personnel workers; psychologists; social workers

69. Managers; psychologIsts; administrators; personnel workers
4

70. Psychologists; managers; personnel workers

71. Managers; psychologists; personnel workers

47
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72. !Managers; personnel workers; psychologists

'73. Administratots; managirs; personnel workers

74. Medical technologists (D.O.T..078); administrators; physicians; medical
workers (D.O:T. 079) ,

75. Medical workers (D.O.T. 079); managers; police officers; administrators

76. Managers; adminiptratOrs; police offiCers

77. Manairs; police offiCers; administratbrs

78. Managers; budget analysts; accountants and auditors

79. Managers; budget analy ts; accountants and auditors

80.. Managers; accountants-and auditors; budget analysts

81. Accbuntants and auditors; managers; budget analysts

82. Managers; budget analysts; accountants and auditors

83. Managers; accountants- and auditors; budget analysts

84. Accountants and auditors; budget analysts; managers

85. Accountants and auditOrs; managers; budget analysts; bookkeepers

86. Budget analysts; managers; accountants. and auditors

87. Purchasing agents

88. AcCoudtants and auditors; cashiers and tellers.; bomputing and accounting
workers.(D.O.T. 219);,bUdget analysts

89. Sales ,clerks; advertising workers; sales occupations (D.O.T. 250-279)

90. Lawyers; paralegal aides; personnel administrators

91. Lawyers; paralegal aides

92. Maintenadce superviso;s
«

93. Maintenance supervisors
4

94. Managers; administratOrs

Ilanagers; administrators



as 96. 'Managers; administrators

97. Managers; administrators.

98. Managers; administrators

99. Managers; administrators

100. Managers.; social scientists

101 . Managers; social scientists; administrators

102. Managers

103. Managers; social scientists
4

104. Managers

105. Managers:

106. Managers; legal oCCupatiohs.,(D.O:T. 110-119)

107. M age's; administrators

108. Libr ians; soci?scientists

109. Social scientists

. 110. Social scientists

111. Social scientists; life scientists

112. Social scientists

113. Social scientists; managers

4
114. Social scientists; managers

115. Social scientists; managers

116. Personnel workeirgl teachers'

117.- Personnel workers; managers; teachers

118. Personnel workers; managers;teachers

119. Personnel woners; teachprs

120. 'Personnel worke ?; managers

ro.
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121. Personnel workers; managers; teachers

122., Personnel workers; teachers

123. Personnel workers; teachers

124. Personnel workers; teachers
1

125. Personnel volerp; teachers

126. Per'sonnel workers; teachers

127. Personnel workers; teachers .1-

f

128. Personnel workers; social workers; teachers

129. Personnel workers; teachers

130.V Managers; personnel workers; administrators

131. Managers; administrators; personnel workers

132. Managers; personnel workers

504 6)
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' THE HAVE SKILLS CHART

Directions: Locate a Dictionary Of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.) Occupational
Group in the left-hand column. The right -hand column will give the name(s) .751

related cabmen's skill ("I Can')' list(s).

D.O.T. Occupational Group

PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, SAND

'MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS

. .

00_ /01_ Occupations in arc i,tecture
engineering, and su veying

001 Architects

.Related Women's Skill ("I Can")List(sY
-

Problem Analyst

,Artist; Home Planner

012 Industrial engineering occupa- Adininistrator; Problem Analyst

tions

. 017 +Drafters, n.elc. Artist; Home Planner:,

. . !

02 Ocdupations in mathematids and Problem Analyst
.

.

physieal sciences \ ,

N
. A

04 \Occupations in life sc ence6 ProblerTiAnalyst

.040. q)ccupations in agric tural Animal Care;' Horticulturist; Problem.
PS

science Analyst

045 Occupations in psycholdgy Counselor; Problem Analyst'

042 Occupationein life sciences, Animal Care; Horticultdrist; Problem

n.e.c. Analyst ,

05 Occupations i,n social sciences

07_ Occupations in medicine and
health

Veterinarians

Problem Analyst .

Realth Care

Animal Care

t 075 Registered nurses Health Care

076 Therapists Artist; Health Care; Recreation; Teacher

073 Dietitians Cook

. 53
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078 Occupations in medidal and den- Hearth Care; Problem AnLy'St
tal technology

079 Occupations in medicine and Health Care
health, n.e.c.

J09 OccApations in education Teacher.

092 Occupations in preschool, Child Care; Teacher
kindergarten, 'and primary
school education 4

094 Occupations in education of the lialth Care; Teacher
sa handicapped

096 Home economists and farm ad-

i is

10 Occupations in museum, library
and archival sciences

Animal Care; Child Care; Clothing and

-Textiles; Consumer Economics; Cook;Home
Plannef; Horticultuiist;, Teacher

Library Assistant; Museum Assistant;
Problem Analyst

11 Occupations in law and juris-. Advocate; Civil /Legal Rights; Problem
prudence Analyst

4
12_ Occupations in religion'and Counselor'

theology

131 Writers

132 Editors

14 Occupationd in ArtA
142 Environmental and.product

designers

150 Occupations in dramatics

151 Occupations in dance

152 Arcupations in music

153 Occui,tions.in athletics and p Recreation
sports

159 Occupations in entertainment . Performing Arts
and recreation, n.e.c.

Public Relations

Publio-Relations

Artigt

Artist; Clothing and Textile; Home

Planner; Horticulturist

. Performing Arts

Performing Arts

Performing Arts

9
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16 Occupations in administrative
'Specializations

160 Accountants and auditors

*161 BudgetNind management systems.
analysis occupat4ans te,

I \

162 Purchasing management occupa-
tions

163 Sales and distribution manage-
ment occupations

Administrator

Financial Manager

Administrator; Financial Manager; Problem
Analyst

Consumer Eeonomics; FinanciarfManager

A

Administrator; Public

11111'4

tions; Sales

164 Advetising management.occu-" AdministratorI PublicRelations
'Nations

165 Public relation management Administrator; Advocate; Fund Raiser;
Public Relations

Counselor; Human. Resources; Teacher,.
-

,.
466 Persondel administration'

occupations

168 inspviorS and investigators 7

18 Managers.andfricials, d.,e.c.

180 Agricultural managers 'ea

Ckyil/Legal Rights,; Consumer Economics;'
Problem Analyst

\i°

Administrator

Administrators; Animal Care; Horticulturist

0

184 Transportatipn and commuME8a- Administrator; Public Relations; Trans-

portation- tions managers -
INA

'185 Wholesale and retail trade man- Administrator;,Sales

agers 4,

186 .Finance and'real estate man-' Financial Manager; Home

agers r Planner
Qieei

187 Service industry manners
4

0

Administrator; Group Leader; itecreatiOn

195 Occupations in social and Civil/Legal Rights; Community Resources;
welfare work Counselor; Recreation

CLERICAL AND SALES

. 205 ,Interviewing clerks

206 File clerks

Community Resourcet; Counselor

.Library Assistant

1 r



21 Computing and account record-
ing occupations

221 P4oduction clerks

237 Information and reception
clerks

241 Investigators and adjusters

248 TranspOrtation-service clerks

25_ Sales occupations, 'services\

26 Sales occupation, consumables

261. Sales occupations,

products

\-27 Sales occupations,.

tits, n.e.c.

270 Sales oc&ipations,

ture, furnishings,
ances t

272' Sales occupations,

garden supplies

273 Salei'occupatiohs,

tion equipment

277' Sales occupations,

hobby goods
-

tIxtile

k
Financial Mangier

Administrator; Home Planner

Community Resources,

et Consumer 'Economics;

Transportation

Sales

Sales

Financial Manager

°Clothing and Textiles; Consumer Economics;
Sales

cammodi- Sales

I

home furni -

and appli-

farm and

Consumei Economics; Home Planner; Sales

Horticulturist; Sales

. :

transports- Sales; nsportation

sporting and Artist; Recreation; Sales

29_ Miscellaneous gales occupations'

292 Route sales anddelivery occu-
pat ions

293. Solicitors

296 , Shoppers'
297 Sale's promotion occupations

298 Merchandise/displayer

Sales

Sales; TFansportation

Fund Raiser

Consdmer Economics.

Sales; Teacher

Artist; Sales

I

4
.4

4
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c" SERVICE

310 Foqd service hostesses and
Stewardesses *-

.$

313 Chefs and cooks, hotel and
-restaurant

315 Miscellaneous cooks

..Meat cutters

317 Miscellaneous food and bey
,

erage preparation occupations

352 Hostesses and stewardesses,

353 Guides

354 Practical nurses

355 Hospital and health service
attendants*

36

. 375

376 Police officers and detectives,
except public services

383 Building pest control occupa
tipns

AGRICULTURE

40: _Plant, farming occupations,

Apparel and furnishings service
occupations

Police officers and detectives,
public service

41 Anipal farming occupations

) 451 Tree- farming

PROCESS/NC

520 Food mixing occupations

f

Administrator; Cook

I

Cook

Cook

Cook

Cook

9..

Group Leader4 Recreation

MuseusAssistant;Recreation4 Teacher

Health Care

Health Car

1

Clothing and Textiles

Civil/Legal.Rights; Problem An4lyst4

dr/

Illivil4egal Rights; Consumer Economics;
Problem Analyst

Home Maintenance

Horticulture

Animal Care

Horticulture

Cook

lfi
57.°
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54 Food icing and decorating . Cook
occupations

- ,

526 Cooking'and baking occupa-
tions, n.e.c.

57_ Occupations processing stone,
clay and' glass

Cook

Artist

f 58 Ocaipitions proCessing tex- Clothing an4Wextiles L_

i tiles

'1

I

1 MACHINE TRADES

.
61 Metal work occupations, n.e:c. 'Artist

620 Motorized vehicle'Mechanics Transportation
and repairers

S

660 Cabinetmakerg Home Maintenance.

68_ Textile occupations Clothing and Textiles

-,'

BENCHWORK
, .0 \,

700 Jewelry making Artist
..

,::---

704 4gra0ers and etchers Artist
41

.
0

../ 712 eabrication and repair of Artist
magical and dental items

713 Fabrication and repair of Artist
ophthalmic goods

723 Assembly and repair of
electrical appliances

4 i
14

Home Maintenance

731, Fabrication and repair of Home Maintenancg
toys and games

735 Fabrication and repair of Artist
jevielry, n.e.c.

74_ Painting and deTrating- ' Arfist,.Rome Planner

76 Fabrication and ,repair of ,

wood products
Hon* "Maintenance

58
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77 Fabrication and repair of Artist ' I-

stone,' clay and glats products
A

.

.

78.- Fabrication and:repair of

.

Clothing and Textile

. textil& products 0 ,

.,e --
,

STRUCTURAL WORK .

k...

) . k-

-, 827 Assembly, installation -and Home Maintenance

repair of household appliances

84_ Paint*, plasteriPg and. re- , Home Maintenance
% lated occupations 0

O

86_ Construction occupations
n.e.c.

MISCELLANEOUS

-Home Maintepance

913 Passenge'r transportation occu- Trtinsportation,

pations,
. -

915 Automobile Service Attepaanli Transportation ,

960 Motion picture projectionists Libr4ry Assistant; Museum Assistant

962 Occupations in matiow picture P erforming 'Arts,

and television, n.e.c.

970 Artwork occupations ",

971. Photoengraving 9ccupations

972' Lithographers

Artist

#
Artist

Artist

976 _Dark room occupatidps Artist ,

977 Bookbinders

B

Library Assistant

59
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APPENDIX C

"I CAN" LISTS
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"I CAN" LISTS

.

'

Page

ADMINISTRAT5NANAGER 65

ADVOCATE/CHANGE AGENT a, 67

_, ARIMAL CARE SPECIALIST 69

ARTIST/CRAFTSPERSON. . . . .. 71

CHILD CARE SPECIALIST 73

CIVIL/LEGAL RIGHTS WORKER 77

CLOTHING AND TEXTILE SPECIALIST. . . . 81

COMMUNITY. RESOURCES SPECIALIST . . . 83

"'--..'
CONSUMER -ECONOMICS SPECIALIST. . T . 86

COOK/NUIRTTtONIST 89

COUNSELOR, 92
i/

FINANCIALANAGER 95

FUND RAISER . . 98

GROUP LEADER 101

HEALTH CARE WORKER 103

HOME MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN 108

HOME PLANNER AND DESIGNER 112

HORTICULTURIST/FLORAL DESIGNER . 115

HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST 118

LIBRARY ASSISTANT 120

MUSEUM ASSISTANT . 123

PERFORMING ARTS SPECIALIST 125

PROBLEM ANALYST/RESEARCHER 126

PUBLIC RELATIONS/COMMUNICATIONS

WORKER 129

RECREATION WQRKER 131

SALES WQRKER/ORGANIZER 13

TEACHER/TRAINER 135\

TRANSPORTATION SPECIALIST \138
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ADMINISTRATOR/MANAGER

° The administrator/manageris concerned with the development and/or

implementatio of program(s) involving paid and/or volunteer staff. This

involves the utilization of people, material, money and time. There are two

types of administrator/managers: those concerned with the total functioning

of an organization, and those concerned with the functioning of a particular
project within the program.

In carrying out my responsibility as an administrator /manager, I can:

Develop longrange goals and objectives that foster organizational growth

and continuity.

Pevelop'specific goals and plans for a specific project.

Identify the method of evaluating effectiveness in meeting the goals and

objectives.

Identify the resources in personnel, money, materials, time and authority
needed to accomplish the established objectives.

Establish priorities based on the importance of each ob jective to goal

attainment and on the resources available.

1

Identify needs, and opportunities for volunteer service.

Enlist the support of the governing body and staff in the utilization
of volunteers.

Interpret the organization and its systems for the delivery of services
to the public and to people in need of assistance (see Public Relations/

0 Coimunications Worker).

Worlid'reatively within the structure of relationships and the setting of
the organization, i.e., local agency to national office, etc.

\ .
.

.

. ,

Be aware of the effects of changj.ng socioeconomic conditions, cultural ,;

patterns, and knowledge ahout the helping prgfessions and their effects --

,.., upon volunteer resources and services. .A
. '

Organize the program or project into its component parts'and determine

the sequence in which these activities need to be performed.

Develop and utilize flowcharts, PERT charts, and other visual materials

to describe the program's or project's work flow.

'
Articulate the philosophy of the organization.

Use problem solving and, decision malting skills.

Develop and work within an agenda.

Identify. channels to.change (see Advocate /Change Agent).

65
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Determine the need for and develop alternative plans meet emergericies.

Delegate responsibility and establish accountability methods to determine
if these responsibilities have been met.

Describe and use techniques which will elicit new ideas and propodals.

Solicit anOake constructive use'of negative and positive feedback.

Manage effectively in high predsure situations.

Use techniques for crisis management and describe why different type
crises require different techniques.

.

Use methods of conflict resolution andillscribe when they are appr priate.

Establish effective communications throughout the organization.

Coordinate the execution of simultaneous projects:

- Establish mechanisms' for coordination.
Determine whencoordination is needed.

Serve as a spokesperson for the organization (see Public Relations/
Communications Worker).

Meet accountability demands of others by preparing reports which include:

. Evaluation of success in meeting objectivesi
Records of fi(kiancial status.

Data on time and personnel utilization.

Prepare written sdmmariesof project and organizational accomplishments
see Public Relations/Communications Worker). s'

Develop staffing plans (see Human Resources Specialist).

Prepare and use a budget (see Financial Manager).
J

3.

J8
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ADVOCATE/CHANGE AGENT
.

Advocacy is an activity on behalf of an individual, a group, or an issue

which is designed to improve conditions', progrAms, or services. Advocates

work in areas such as legal rights, housing, education, environment, and
social welfare and Attempt to.ichange or improve existing conditions. /

In carrying out my work as an tdvOcate/change agent, I can:

Identify areas wil4re change is needed. (see Problem Analyst/Researcher)

for related skiPs).

Select methods and data which will document the need for change (see.

Problem Analyst/Researcher Tor related skills). f

Define and delitit the basic issues in a problem area.

Demonstrate knowildge of the basic concepts relevant to an issue in

fields such as:

Legal rights (civil and crimina).

-.Housing and community planning.
Education.

s
ir

- Environment. 4 411

Welfare and social services:

Describe-the public policy issues relevant to a problem.

Demonstrate knowledge of the
/
Processes.of change using:

Theoretical model(s).
Real-life examples.

Describe ihefhods which can be used to bring about change including:
k

Lobbying.

- Political campaigns.
Public relations..

Identify the relevant constituencies concerned with a problem (both pro

and con) and describe their position in relation to the'problem.

Identify significant individuals and groups '(such.as community leaders;

government officials, and legislators) who can help Co implement change

in a specific problem area.
(4

,

Build good working relatiaiyships with those who will be affected by

proposed changes.

Identify potential allies and select techniques which will enlist their

support.

Identify opposition groups and select techniques which swill best counter, -
their plans and arguments.



I

V

Demonstrate understanding of the legislative process and how it can be
9 used to implement change.

givk , 474? -

Demonstrate knowledge of the laws and customs applying to lobbying.

Use communication skills to persuade others (see Public Relations /'
Communications Worker for related skills;

`identify potential sources of financial, upport (see Fund Raiser and
Problem Analyst /Researcher for related skills).

Obtain financial support for a cause or program (see Fund Raiser and
Problem Analyst/Researcher for related skills).

Build good working relationships with legis ators and government officials
(local, state or federal).

Monitor the actions of legislative bodies, public institutions and agencies
that are relevant to the problem.

Draft model legislation;

Plan and organize coalition buildings

Conduct negotiations with an awareness of the necessity of compromise.

Present argutients and evidence to support-a position (see Public Relations/°
CommunicationsWorker and Problem Analyst/Researcher for related skills).

Keep others informed abou,t progress using:

Verbal communication.

Written communication (see Public Relations/Communications Worker).

others to develop advocate/change agent skills (see Teacher/Trainer
for related

Develop. techniques to maintain change.

GO
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ANIMAL 'CARE SPECIALIST

° An animal care speciali'st is knowledgeable about the needs of one or more .
..: .

types of animals and can provide for their breeding, raising, training; and
...

..
,..

health care. r ?

As an.animal care specialist, I can:

a

0

Breed and raise pets,.

Horses
Birds. r

Fish. J4
Gerbils,4( ters, etc.

Housebreak-

Groom a pet.

t
6

Provide appropriate food, housibg 'and sanitation for a pet and explain'the

reasons,,for my choicei.

Explain the basic principles in breeding pets, (crossbieeding, inbreeding,

Train a pet.

Obedience training.

Training for pet shows.
Tricks.

Show a pet in a competition.

I

Judge a pet show.

Beak
and train a horse for riding.

(f
Describe common pet health problems and how thVy can be prevented.

Cate for an ill pet and describe'the reasons for my actions.

Provide emergency first aid for an injured pet.

Assist a veterinarian in medical procedures for pets.

Describe the laws, regulations, and procedures involve

selling pets.

Pet control. -

Pet licensing.
Pet registration.

4
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Explain the dietary considerations necessary in maintaining a wiidlife

feeding station.

Identify locally common wildlife.

- Birds.

- Mamdals.
- Reptiles.

- Insects.

Serve as 'a guide or resource person at a nature tenter (seenuseum Assistant).

Provide health care and maintenance for injured wildlife.

Breed and raise fardanimals.

Chickens, turkeys°or other fowl.

Cows.
- Goats.

HoeSes.

Sheep..

.,Explain the basic principles in breeding farm animals.

Provide appropriate fgod, housing, and sanitation,for.farm animals and

describe the reasons for my.choices.

.=.-----bescripe how-farm animals are judged and shown.

Explain what is involved in raising hens to obtain eg

a 'a.
Explain what is involved in /wising cows or goats to obtainmilk.

Explain what is involved'in raising sheep to obtain wool.

. ,

Eiplain what is involved in raising farm animals to obtain meat.

Describe the common health problems of farm animals and'how they can be

prevented.

,Care for an ill farm. animal and. describe the reasons for my actions.

Assist a veterinarian, in medical pilocedutes for farm animals..

Provide emergency firstaidfor injured farm iimals.

r
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ARTIST/CRAFTSPERSON

An artist/craftsperson designs and creates paintings, sketch sculpture,

'photographs, lettering, laydUts, jewelry, weaving, pottery, glassware, clothing
and textiles; or similar items.

As an artist/craftsperson, I can:

Apply the principles of color and design.

Use aesthetic guidelines.(balance, -proportion, etc.) in planning or eval-

uating a design or artistic /craft product.

Use color, light, and space to create a specific kind of appearance or

feeling.

Express abstract ideas in an artist ic or craft product.

Visualize what is to be created:
.

Do sketching or drawing, including:

- Freehand drhwing or sketching.
- Simple drafting or.blueprints.

Sectional views of objects.

Create lettering, layouts, charts, and diagf.ams, such as:

Block lettering or technical lettering.
- Bar, line or pie charts based on data.

Blueprints, floor plans, scale drawings, etc. (See Home Planner and
Designer).

7 Layouts for printed material (ads, brochures, newsletters, etc.).

Create and design posters and advertisements.

Take and/or develop photograph's, including:

Using a camera correctly with appropriate lenses and settings.

- Developing film and making prints.
Making enlargements, transparencies, etc.

Use- small hand tools, such 'as pliers,'files, and screwdrivers.
<

Work with-my hands skillfully and with dexterity.

Design and create jewelry, including:

Cutting or polishing stones.
Creating metalwork "by soldering, "casting, etc.

/-1
..,,,,d

. .

Design and°create glasscdaresuch_as glassblowing, stained g las s , etc.
.

- - .
. .

.

Design -and create leather products.

4
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Design and create-ceramic or pottery items-, including:

-_Throwing and using a potter's wheel.

Casting.
- Glazing.

Firing.

Design-and create sculpture, including:

Wood carving.
$toneeutting.
Metalwork?

7 Sroli-soMpininr.

I

Design and create woven items,,textiles, and clothing (see Clothing and

-Textile-Specialist).
c-

Design and create paintings,,using:

Oils.

Watercolors.
Pastels.

Tempera.

ft

0
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CHILD CARE, SPECIALIST

The Child care specialist is responsible for providing for the physical,

motional, intellectual and moral needs of a child at different stages of
e de lopment. In providing this care, the child care specialist niust assess the

_chil s needs, identify the appropriate care, and implement such care within the

financial, spatial and temporal limitations of the particular setting within
which the child resides.

0

As a child care specialist,'I can:

Identlify the nutritional needs of the child (see Cook/Nutritionist),

including:

Selecting among alternate liquid diets for an infant (mother's milk,

animal milk formula, vegetable milk formula).

DgterTining whwto add solid foode to a child's diet, including consult-

ing with' medical and paramedical personnel regarding'nutritional needs.

Devising ways of helping the older child deal with the limitations-of a

special dierwhen that is necessary.

Recognize and respond to a child's need for a loving and emotionally

supportive environment.

Identify and provide'a safe, stimulating environment for a child, including:

- Providing safe bedding for an infant. . V
- Providing a stimulating play environmentlapprepriate for a preschool child.

- Teaching a growing child.to develop safe play procedures; ,developing an

appropriate balance between a child's need for exploratory activity and
requirements of safety. /...

.

Teaching school age children how,to identify safe play areasr
- Purchasing or making materials to develop a child's intellectual and

.

physical growth.. -
.

Teaching the child games and activities appropriate to her /his age and

interests:.
s.

Make effective use of medical service for the child, including:

Consulting doctors regarding preventi medicine, immunizations;

etc.

- Obtaining emergency medical services when necessary.
- Determining the extent of pubric medical 'facilities and deciding when it

is appropriate to use them.

Arrange and supervise soc ial experiencesfor a child which will promote

ethical and moral development.

Identify and select appropriate educational environments, including:

- Choosing appropriate child care and preschool facilities. when needed.

73
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Consulting with school staff regarding the child's edup.$onal develdp-,
ment.
Consulting with school staff regarding the child's social /emotional,
physical, ae cognitive development.

- Maintaining an ongoing involvement the child's education.

Identify and.provide appropriate clothing for a Child at different stages
of development(see Clothing and Textile Specialist), including:

Identifying appropriate clothing for different seasons.
Identifying and providing appropriate clothing when traveling or moving
to a different climate.
Identifying other factors to consider in clothing selection (growth

rate, fabric durability, etc.).

Evaluate books and movies and determine their suitability for a child.

Identify resources in the community which tan be used to aulkent school

and preschoo0activities, including:

Playground facilities.

Art and'craft workshops.
Libraries and museums:

- Dancipend music, programs.

SportOprograms.
Youth groups (religious, scouting, etc.).

(see Community Resperces Specialist).

Dehonstrate skills which helpmake life interesting to a growing Child

(e.g.; storytelling, singing, etc.).

Identify resources inthe community which may be utilized to improve the

living conditions for,the child, including:

Consumer services Cs as diaper service, nursemaid service, counseling

programs,' e . ) .

Public services-(such as: AFDC, medicaid, food stamps).
DireCt benefits to the child (such as: diaper service, medicaid, food ,

stamps, .Big Brother, etc.).
Indirect benefits to the child (such as: couns141ng services, Parents-

without- Partners, etc.).
(see Community. Resources Specialist). .

Recognize and treat childhood diseases, including:

Identifying such diseases and describing their symptoms.
Determining what immediate remedy is needed.

- Describing book-which are helpful resources in dealing with childhood4
diseases. .,

Describing emergency procedures for var ious conditions.
Consulting medicar perionnel when necessaw.

(see Health Care Worker).

Describe-and ,xecognizethe_milestones in human development.

.
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Identify emotional disturbances or learning difficulties in a child which
need professional treatment or added attention, and obtain appropriate
consultative advice.

Recogniie'the nonverbal cues, and behaviors which indicate tensions,or
problems.

Provide legal, moral and ethical guidance for a child, appropriate to the

child's age, 'including:

Familiarizing a chill with 'taws which may affect her/him.

Eamiliarizing p child with codes of moral conduct deemed apiropriate by
.

the parent. . .

- Devising says of helping a child to take responsibility:for her/his
behavior.

e

- DeVising ways of.helping a child to recognize the,. consequences of
alternativbbehaviors. 1

4
, .

- 'Devising ways of helping a child to recognize the patterns of behavior,
.

appearance, etc.,'which_are accepted by society, and-assisting the child
in determining personalAsponses to these patterns (respect for elders,
etiquette, social amenities, implicit dress codes, etc:).
Determin1ng and describing means of incorporating the interpersonal
qualities which I valueilio the relationship which I have with a child.

1. Devising ways of helping a child to express her/his emotions in accept-

able ways.
.

30 .61

-,,Describing my approach to punishment and reinforcement of a child's
k

behavior and discussing the basis for this approach. .

.

Describe ways to develop self-s,ffiiiency in a child._

1

o

Demonstrate my understanding of the special needs of a gifted child, of a_
child with a physical or emotional handicap, of a child in a single
parent home, of a child of a highly transient family, etc., including:

Physical, needs.

Entjonal needs.
Educational needs.

Identify the special needs of a child who has a sudden change in his or

her environment, such.as-death,Ofra close friend,or relative, addition of
a new family member (infant or aged), divorce of parents, -etc., and,develop
ways to meet these special needs. .

,

Provide opportunities for a chip_to learn the value of money.

Facilitake learning by;

Encouragirig the development of communication and listening skills.

- Encouraging the developmenE of social skills.
- ilcouraging the development of special interests and talents.
- Recognizing capabilities and potential:

Acquaint my child with our family, ethnic;qand cultural heritagt.

75
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Help a child develop a positive'self- concept.

Provide consistent and appropriate discipline.

Provide sex education.

Help the child function as a member of the family by. providing:

Involvement in decision making.

Recognition of the needs of others in the famil
- Rblation8hips with eAtended family members...

Encouragement of togetherness and mutual support.

Teach a child to respect the r ights of others.

5

.
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''CIVIL /LEGAL RIGHTS WORKER

A civil and .legal rights worker can ob tain for herself/himself and for
.

others fair and equitable treatment under the la

As a civil and legal rights worker, I can:

Describe my civil and legal rights and responsibilities as a:

Citizen.

Consumer.
Homeowner.

Tenant.
47 Parent.
- Volunteer worker/board member.
- Employee.
- Employer.

Select legal services and 'processes' appropriate for a given problem, such

as small claims court, probate court, etc.

Identify and obtain help from organizations which'provide assistance to
those who feel that their legal rights have been violated.

Help others obtain information about their civil atid legal rights as:

Consumers. -

Tenants.
Children.
Wives.

,- Parents.
- Workers.
- Women.

Recipients Of-Tunaft= Otograffig-like Aid -16-D4-endefit-Childten,
Security, unemployment compensation, etc.

-Read with understanding and interpret:

- Leases.

- Warranties:
Insur ce policies.

- Medi al constnt and release forms.

Cori acts and legal agreements.

Describe the essential elements of sales contracts related to the

purchase of:

Cars.

- Household appliances.
- Home furnishings.
- Home improvements.

Seryiced:

77
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Specify the legal.differences in various forms of home ownership and the

advantages and potential problems of each:

Individual.

- Cooperative.

- Condominium.

Describe the essential elements of contracts related to a home:

Leases/subleases.
Agreements of sale.

Describe how the rights of a homeowner- are affected by:

Mortgages.
Home improvement loans.
Other hove-related loans.

Title datiments.
Zoning.
Settlement/closing agreements:

Conduct a search of legal documents to obtain:

Description of,a property.
- Title/owner information about a property.

Zoning and other restrictive covenants on a piece of property.

Tax information about a property.
Records of real estate transactions.

Describe the'legal processes related to divorce and legal sep ratiOn,

including:
l

Grounds for,divorce/separation.
Court proceedings%
Property divilion.

Child custody, support and visitation.

Alimony.

Vas

4

Check public records for information about births, deaths and wills.

Describe the legal processes relatedo inh9ritance, including:'

Wills.
- Preparation of probate inventories.
Distribution of estate assets.

- Property transfer.
- Pension/insurance transfer.

- Trust estate management
- e'and laws relating to inheritance.
Social security an4 other survivor benefits.

Specify the main differences in various forms of business ownership and
the 'advantages and potential irobleiie of each:

78
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.Individual.
Partnership.
Corporation.

Descfibe employees', legal rights in regard to benefits, such,as:

Pension.

Profitsharing.
Life insurance.

Health insurance.
Stock options.

Assist those who come to civil or legal rights organizations by:

Conducting a preliminary interview for the lawyer who will handle the
problem.

Drawing up drafts of documents for a lawyer to review-, such as:

Contracts.
Wills..

Obtain and verify routine factual information for the use of legal staff.

Make regalred field investigations and prepare related reports.

a

Readarid interpret basic records.

Recognize evidence of evasion and discrepancies in basic records.

Prepare reports of investigations containing factual data and documentary/
or other evidence.

Maintain essential records and files.

Arrange for assistance to released prisoners, such as:

Temporary lodging.
.Transportation home.
Job search assistance.

COMprehend, analyie and interpret hasic laws, regulations, and penalties
related to probation and custody.

Obtain and verify routine factual information from persons applying for:

AdsignMent of counsel.
Release on yecognizance.

up on child support and alimony payments.

Maintain records and files concerning child support 'and ali!mony payments:

Keeping reports of meetings wigh lawyers and clients.

e
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Notifying lawyers and clients of approaching deadlines and scheduled
court appearances
Making-arrangements for legal depositions.

--Indexing legal documents.

Provide information abodt referral, agencies that can help with health,

home, family and ottler)problems (Community. Resources Specialist)1,

Set up and...Operate a program of applicants And checkers for job or housing

situations to determine if dilcrimination is taking place:

Develop and maintain records of jOb hirings and promotions and analyze

them to determine if discrimination ig occurring (see Problem Analyst/
" Researcher).

Use legal records and/or evidence of discrimination to work for social

change (see Advocate /Change Agent).

,
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CLOTHING AND TEXTILE SPECIALIST

A clOthing and textile specialist is responsible for planning, providing,

and,caring for wearing apparel (fabric, fur; jewelry,.etc.) and textile prod
ucts found in the hOie (curtains, slipcovers, bed and table linens, etc.),

As a clothing and textile' specialist, I can:

Demonstrate knowledge of the properties of various kinds of fabrics and

materials used in the home or for wearing apparel by describing:

Care and-maintenance properties (cleaning, wear, vulnerability to stains

- or heat, etc.) '
Pliability and structure.
Differences it_ the method of production.

Relative Costs.
Terms used to describe.these materials or their properties.

Analyze the wearing apparel needs of people, taking into consideration
such factors as age, figure, size, budget, kind and level of activities,
fashion, and individual differences and interests.

1!

Select coordinated clothing items.

s Select complementary clothing styles and colors.

.?

Devdstrate skills used in producing.clothing or home elctile prpducts by:

Using patterns, according,to accepted standax3ds, to make clothing or

other home textile products.
Making alterations of patterns or merging two or more patterns to make

clothing or other home textile products.
Creating my own patterns from which to make clothing or other home

textile products.
Describing proper use and maintenance of tools and equipment used in

textile construction (sewing machine, loom, etc.).
Describing the process I'dse to create, design, and implement a textile

related idea.
Using a variety of'different techniques in my specialty (embroidering,
leatheryprk, tailoring, spinning, weaving, macrame, khitting, crocheting,

upholsterini,etc.).
Showing hswl different fibers produce different effects.

Describing ways of determining the kind of results which occur when
different techniques, colors and materials are Combined.

Demonstrate skills and knowledge related to maintenance of wearing apparel

and home textile products including:

Describing proper cleaning or preserving proceaures.
Describing procedures for altering, mending, and/or remodeling.
Describing storage considerations.
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List and explain terms used in my specialty area (warp, skein, bias, flat.
Jell seaq, etc.).

Discuss the history of textiles and describe how methods and materials
have changed. any

Identify the technique, ,period, and origin of'various textiles and /or

clothing samples.

Evaluate the qualiiy of clothing, rugs, curtains, linens, and other textile

items (see Consumer Economics Specialist and Home Planner and Designer).

Select home textile items (curtains, linens, etc.), `taking into.considera-
tion:

- Cost.

Durability.
Ease of maintenance.

- Color and style (see Home Planner and Designer).



COMMUNITY RESOURCES SPECIALIST

As a s cialist in community resources, I know, 'an use, and can

direct'othe s to information and services available from public and private.
organized ns and agencies.

As a bommunity resources specia4st, I ten:

Demonstrate my familiarity with my community.

Identify local resources and services to help with:

Physical health needs and problems.
Mental/emotional health needs and problems.

Legal problems.
/

Financial problems.
.

.Drug, alcohol, or other substance dependence problems.
Consumer problems.

.

Problems of age, sex, or race discrimination.

Describe the available resources for dealing with emergencies:

Emergency medical services.
Police services.
Fire, services.

Crisis centers.
"Hotlines. " -

Transportation services.
Food services.

Serve as a "sounding board" for" those iittb--nrlablems (see Counselor).

Provide moral support (see Counselor).

Show compassion -for those with problems (see Counselor).

Encourage the development of "common sense.

.

Prepare and help individuals and families to deal with a crisis or

disaster.

Identify and use information resources to locate community facilities and

services.

Use contacts constructively when seeking assistance with a problem.

Identify those people in cu.. nity age cies; organizations, and services

who can e p me cut t roug red tape.

Identify, use, and direct others to legal services:

Adoption.

Alimony.
Child supOrt.

'83, 75.
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Divorce/separakiOn.
Domestic court.
Juvenile court.
Probation.

Small claims court.
(see Civil/Legal Rights Worker.)

'Think and behave rationally wEen dealing with an emergency.

Set priorities in handling an emergency.

Develop support 'systems to deal with emergen cies.

L

Teach others procedures to deal with emergencies..

Identify and direct others to sources,of fOod, clothing and shelter.
during personal - crises' or emergencies.

Identify community resources that can supplement what a family has avail
able:

°

Social services.
te

Educational facilities and programs.
.Religious facilities and. programs.

Cultural facilities and programs.
Library and other informational facilities and programs.

.Transportatiorf programs.

Identify end, use resources relevant to different cultural, ethnic and
religious heritages:

DescAbe the major considerations in selecting:

Support systems for emergencies.
Child care services.

.Church or religious centers.
Funeral or mortuary services.-
Legal.services. Op

Health care personnel, facilities and services.

Identify, use, and direct others to counseling services:

Employment.
EduCation:
Emotional/personal problems.'
rograms for the elderly.
programs for women.

ribe the various kinds of federal and state aid available for people

who are eligible and how to obtain this assistance:

.Aid to dependent children.
Social Security.

84
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- Unemployment compensation..

- Medicare/Medicaid.
- Food stamps.

Identify, use and refer otheis to tenant's rights, welfare rights, block

associations and other "grass roots" groups which bring about social
change (see Advocate/Change Agent).

Demonstrate my awareness of government programs and funding procedures.

Help others identify funding sources which

or the community.

can meet the needs of a group

Assist others in developing proposals to obtain funds for social programs

and services (see Fund Raiser).

oft
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CONSUMER ECONOMICS SPECIALIST

A cOhsumer economics.specialist is able to evaluate the quality of
goods and 'services, select goods and services wisely, determine if consumers
are being-treated in a just manner, add obtain'aristance on consumer problems.

As a consumer economics specialist, I can:

P. '

Evaluate the quality of (the purchases I make:

Food.

Clothing and other textiles (curtains, linens, rugs, etc.).

Housing.
Household items (appliances, furniture, etc.).
Automobiles.
Children's ths and games.
Services (child mire, insurance, repairs, etc.).

Determine from among several itemp'of comparable quality which is the

best buy, taking into consideration:

4 Cost.

Durability. '

Fregelency of use.

- Type of use.
Style and other changes.

Use unit pricing and other techniques to compare costs of items sold in
different amounts and quantities.

Detect potential health and safety hazards in items and avoid purchasing

them:

- Food.

- Clothing and textiles (curtains, linens, rugs, etc.).

Housing.
Household items (appliances, furniture, etc.)."

- Automobiles.
7 Children's toys and games.

Services.

4

Locate, use, and direct others to information resources which can help

with:

J

Evaluating, the qdality of goods and services.

- Evaluating health and safety hazards in goods and services.

- Identifying best buys; wings in costs, etc.

Identify, use, and direct othe*to grodps and organizations which can

help them with'consumef problems (see Community Resources Specialist).

Organize or take part in a food cooperative in order to achieve savings in

I

the cost of grocery items.
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Organize or use other cooperatives to achieve savings.

Select living quarters to meettmy family's needs and circumstances.

Describe my rights and responsibilities as a tenant.

Help others obi'ain.their rights as tenants.

Describe myrights'and responsibilities as a homeowner.

Read and in 'terpret a:

- Lease. -

- Contract.
- Warranty.

(dee Civil/Legal Rights Worker).

Know What recourse a .consumer has when:

- A purchase does not function properly.

- An item cannot be repaired.
- A purchase has health or safety hazards.
An item or service purchased is not as advertised.

- Services are not performed as agreed or promised.
(see Civil/Legal Rights Worker). 10'

S elect, stores and services that best meet my family's needs and circum-

Locate the true "discoune'stores.

Select insurance policies and plans (health', life, tenant, homeowners,

auto, etc.) that are most appropriate to my family's needs and circum-
stances and explain the rationale for the specific policy chosen.

414.

Use my talents as resources by:

Making, altering, and repairing clothing for family members (see Clothing
and Textile Specialist).

- Canning, freezing and .0thev home prepafation of food.
- Ma simple home repai (see Home Maintenance Technician).
- Ma household fu i ings (bookcases, curtains, furniture, slip-

. c6 etc:).

- Tra my services or goods which,I have produced to obtain other good

or services.
0

;MU bank accounts, savings plans, and investments that best-meetlny

family's needs and circumstances (see Financial Manager).

Identify, use, and direct others to free or low -cost public services (see

Community Resources Specialist).

Analyze a6ertising and identify misleading material.



-Analyze sales promotions and determine if real savings are aVailable.

Investigate credit options and select those Apst apprdpriate to my family's

need and circumstances.: .

Use credit cards and other forms of credit wisely.

Know when to avoid credit and loans.

Describe how to shop fOr a loan or mortgage.

Demonstrate my skills as a consumer or monitor of consumption by:

Buying and using various product& in the commercial market.

- Knowing the advantages and disadvantages of various types.of kitchen

appliances and utensils.
Knowing which cleaning products and tools do the job most effettively

and easily. /,-."
.)

- Knowing when medicines are'needed, how to determine which brand is the

most effective and economical,, and how much to, uses of them.

Selecting good schools and knowing about other community educational

resources.
Selecting and purchasing clothing that wir;he appropria.te.and durkble.

Determining which home repairs are most appropricately, safe19.-and cost --
effectively done by a' professional and which can be done by family mem-

bers.
m
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COOK/NUTRlitONIST

A cook prepares food for others. A nutritionist plans meals taking into

account food values and dietary needs. 4

As a cook /nutritionist, I can:

Serve attractive and palatable meals, taking into account:
o

Color, texture and appearance'of foodo
NdtritiOnal needs of individuals to'be served.
Available budget and food costs. -

Food available and the likes and dislikes of individUals or group s

served. , °

Preparation time and requitement.'
(77-

Prepare appetizing portable meals:

- For invalids sand shut-ins.
- For picnics and outdoor meals.

Package portable meals so as

tive appearance.

prevent spoilage and maintain an attracts

Adapt recipes to serve larger or smaller numbers of people.
_ -

Cook food in large quatitities to serve to groups

- Pre school ildren
- School- ge children.
- Adults.',

Ill or hospitalized
- Elderly.

Prepare meals or adapt recipes to meet allergy,ptobldiss or special diet

needs.

- % Prepare food specialties for a regional, ethnic or cultural group.'

.
.

.Evaluate the'cost.-and nutritional values of alternative methods of prepar-

inging the same foods (see Condumer Economics Specialist).
- .

.

Take advantage of regional specialties and'aeasonal, fobds.
. -

Store food to preserve nutritional qualities and prevent spOilaie.
, ,

, . .1

. 0- .. .,

Describe cotmon-fnod'spoilage, probleMS'and how theycan he prev

Read food,labelsto evaluate quality and weight of contents,

Evaluate:freeh fruits -and vegetables for freihness.
, .,.

.

Evaluate meaty ftsh and poultry' for quality and ,freshness.
,-

4 el
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Determine the appropriate quantity of fobd to buy.

UeiliZerecipesvind cookbooks.
,

A

%

- Prepare food according to 'a variety of-methods.

Preserve-food for later use by freezing or canning.

.

. .

Selecttiuse and care for kitchen appliances and utensils:
4,411

,_' m

'Use kitchen equipment safety.

n
. , ..

' Conserve energy in Id preparation and storage..
.

, 1f
Plan and prepare nutritious snacks.

o

Compare the cost
.

and nutritional value of convenience food, "junk " 'food,

and home preliared equivalents (see Consumer Economics Specialist).

- .
Prepare and utilize garnishes td make a meal mole appealing.

.s a .
Demonstrate knowlage and understanding Of. thebasiC-elements of nutrition

by:

, - .

.

.

t
. . .

Assessing the nutritional needs.of the peopli'and/or animars for whom,I

am responsible.
*

e,i. 2

1

- Describing the variations of nutritional needs relative to age, 'exercise, ,, .

body weight, metabolism, and spatial cOn4itions.like pregnancy, or nutria- .

v

Describing
deficiencies.

4 Describing alternative sources for meeting various nutritional require-

ments (vi amens, nfilk substitut6s, etc.). ,
.

o

'Describing symptoms of various nutritional deficiencies or excesses
and their remedies (such as. poornight vision from lack of viramin'A)-

- Describing the ramificaftla drtile special diets of which I am familiar. .

- Describing the -basic nutrients (fats, carbohydrates,,proteins, vitamins,

Land minerals) and how they are digested and, sed by the body.'
..

.,
. .

Demonstrate .skills related to cost effective nutritional planning'by: °

Using effectively the resources available to iile, or potentially available-

to me, i.e., available'time(mine and other's)., abilities, supplies

(freezer, refrigerator, oven, mixers, utensils, storage spiice,'.etc.),

information, and money and-how they influence my ability,td be effective, ! '

- Dealing with a sudden change in resources.'w .

..

rObtaining help frdm'social service aiencies if my esOurces'are liMitfd,
- .

..,.

suddenly-reduced, or changed,by'an'emergency.
)

- ,Buying in bulk.or in smaller quantities, depending upon the appropriate

ness of each to the situation. . , .

Obtaining food from various Sources (growing one% own, co-ops, farmers'
markets, specialty stores, large chain -grocery' stores). 6

Selecting foods at. various stages of the preparation process (i.e.., "raw"
.,,

forp, semi-prepared, prepared, etc.).
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'AemcIstrate skills associated wi& lood preparation and storage by:

Describing the methods Ilote used to store various kinds of foods
(canning, freezing etc.). °

r Describing the unique properties of various food products, i.e., leaven
ing agents, preservatives, etc.
.'Scribing the health and safety pred tions needed dureing food prepara*

tion and methods of dealing with emergencies which may occur.
Describingmephods of determining the nature of various cooking

_conditions Ordproblems and what correceIve procedures can be taken.
Properly using various' food'-preparation applidhces, utensils, etc.
Describihg the meaning of terms used in cookbooks.
Describing the characteristics of measurement and converting quantities
fromone. measuiement system to another.
Describing special food preparation techniques for serving large nualbers
of people or for unusual nutritional needs such as ethnic, gourmet, fat
free or food allergy diets.
Describing differences in food selection and preparation in various
cultures.

Deinonstrate skills in meeting nutritionai5needs outside the home by:

Describing the advantages and ditadvantages of food sources which.might
be considered while traveling.
Describing sources of food, other than restaurants, for use while
traveling or camping (dehydrated foodi, wild foods, etc.').

Demonstrate knawledge of food poisoning by discussing its cauds and
prevention.

Demonstrate knowledge of lawi related to nutrition including content

and labeling laws, health and cleanliness laws, etc..

Teach others good nufritional'practices (see Teacher/Trainer).

e5..
s.

-

,.
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COUNSELOR

Counselors advise people who are seeking assistance with a problem. In-
.

formal counseling often occurs in conjunction with other'activities, such as
managing personnel or serving as an advocate/change agent. Formal counseling

programs frequently require training prior to beginning work; paraprofessionals

and'volunteersin these programs typically work under the supervision of a

professional:
9

In my work as a counselor, I can:

Establish rappott with the perLOn seeking advice.

Use techniques whichlhelp.people to talk spontaneously by:

Selecting an appropriate physical setting for counseling.

-- Showing receptiveness by giving attention and by listening carefully.
Using reinforcements (both verbal and nonverbal) for encouragementand

support.
- Describing how facial expression, posture, and tone-of-voice affect

communication.

Build client confidence toward the counseling agency.

Demonstrate my'questioning skills by

Using exploratory questions to obtain background information.

Knowing how and why to use open-ended questions.
Using probing techniques to obtain further information.

- Describing two-step probingoand its use.

Adapting my questioning the background of the person and to the

nature of the problem.
- Using double-edged questions to help individuals obtain greater insight.

- Avoiding leading questions.
- Using softening techniques when usingtairect questions.
Phrasing questions so as to help the4respondent "save face."

Demonstrate my listening skills by:

Describing.the qualities which make for an effective listener
Showing how my objectives (both long-range and short- range) as a

listener influence my listening approach.
Using techniques to determine if what I have heard iiPwha't'the person

wanted me to hear.
4. Using techniques to give listening feedback.

Describg different counseling techniques and ahohow and when each is

used,.

Describe t he psyc ological_theorie on which different couns eling tech,-

,piques are based.

Demonstrate my awareness of the legal and ethical problems related to

confidentiality.

92°
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Demonstrate techniques to control the interchanges in counseling) situations

by:

Using techniques to'expand or limit the focus of the discussion as needed.

- Using methods to help a person expand the options under consideration.

-.Using methods ofval4es clarification.
- Describing how to determine 'when a situation needs to be referred to

others.
- Discussing various ,approaches to decision making and the rationale for

each.
Controlling the pace'of the, interchange.
Using techniques to exclude irrelevant detail.

-"Using interview guides when appropriate to structure the situation.

Identify an individual's problems and difficulties by a variety of methods,

such as:

- `Question and interview an individual to obtain information.

- Observe an individual's performance or interactions with others to

identify problems.
Work with an individual's family, co-work e rs, teachers, or others to

identify problems.
Use tests or other diagnostic-devices to identify problems.

41

Take notes unobtrusively during counseling or an interview, and use these

notes later in dealing with the client's problem.

Describe the kinds of information necessary to handle'different types of

counseling problems.

Interpretdata and use it in counseling, such as:

Interview and background.1

70bservational data.
- Test data. -

- Other. CSpeipifi)

ee0

-Do referral counseling, such as:
7.4

Build resources fQr referfal. ',
- DeScribe mealodsand.con/ideratiOns in using referral resource10(

-Use appriopriate"techniques for people seeking help. for plemselves and

.for otheis. , .
- %. ,, u

Pr-
-.Demonstrate the special skills needed lir phone referral counseling.

. .
. - , ,.

- .

Do intall, or.entrance. interviewing, g,screenin .and placement. '
4-..

' -
j, 1.

4 t

Determine the urgency of a problem or'concern and handle it appropriately: ,

.Handle-crisis intervention by:

"".N
- Identifying

'crisis
situations.

. .

oe.
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Dealing pro-actively with the people surrounding the crisis.
Describing responses to different kinds of crisis situations.

- Demonstrating my ability to make priorities in handling a crisis and the
factors to be considered.

0
Describing the special skills needed for dealing-with particular crises
'situations, such as

11-
-.Alcohol problems.

Drug problems. .

Disasters (earthquake, flood, etc.).
Poisoning.
Rape.

Other. (Specify)

Demonstrate techniques for - dealing with people who complicate a crisis
situation rather than aidinO.t.

Demonstrate the skills required in career counseling and life guidance by:

Using tests and other devices to assess aptitudes and interests.

- Describing resources which can be used to assess infigeZsts and determine
alternatives.

- Using methods to implement and folloF up decisions.

Demonstrate the skills tsed intionsive individual counseling, group
counseling, and therapy. situations by:, 4
Describing the cues which can be used to assess state (emotional,

0
physical, etc.).

- Distinguishing between techniques appropriate for.group and individual
counseling or therapy.
'Describing theocues which can be used to determine the effectiveness
of counseling.

- Demonstrating skills which support professional counseling.

- Using special techitiques irk group counseling to deirelop group solidarity,
to deal with group conflict resolution, and to elicit self-disclosure,
etc.

- Using cues to help upderstand grnup'groc esses and interaction.

Demonstrating skills used as support for professional counselihg.
Yr

ilF
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FINANCIAL MANAGER

Managing financrs involves responsible allocation and monitoring the use

of personnel, time, and resources so as to exercise control of money and
resources for a family or for an organization, program or activity.

o

As efinarlcial manager, I can:

Plan ahead and set monetary goals.

Plan and prepare budgets using:

Fund budgeting.

- Program budgeting.
Other budgeting techniques. (Specify)

Budget. existing funds.

Present the rationale and justification for a budget.

Maintain family financial records.

Understand and interpret a budget.

7 ..Prepare budget pfojections based on historical analysis and cost trends.

4 s.

Prepare cost estimates from data about. the utilization of personnel, time,

and materials. dt

Establish procedures to monitor income and expenditures.
%

Establish procedures (incentives, etc.) which encourage fiscal responsi-

bility.

Monitor income and expenses so as to exercise fiscal control or, when

necessary, adjust existing budgets.

Demonstrate a knowledge of basic bookkeeping techniques.

Demonstrata'a knowledge of basic accounting procedures.

.

Apply appropriate accounting .and /or bookkeeping techniques maintaining

financial records: 1

Establish and maintain fiscaTecords and procedures- which will meet

, external audit and/or accountability requirements.

Plan an investment program in keeping with family or arganiZ'ational needs

and objectives.

Demonstrate knowledge of the fundamentals of igvesting by explaining which

investments were made br considered and why.

Demonstrate a knowledge of varibus typekof..investmentp and the advantages

95
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and/or disadvantages of each: Stocks , Bonds

Instruments , and Other

Apply the "total return" concept to investments when appropriate.

, Money Market

MOnitor an investment program and evaluate its effectiveness in relation

to:
4

Organizational or family needs.

Other investment programs.
Economid and market indicators.

Select bank accounts, insurance policiesetc., that are the "best buys"
which meet family or organizational needs.

Establish work. flow and work load procedures.

When income and cast flow analyses indicate tha it is appropriate, plan

and execute appropriate short-term investments.

Conduct salary administration and performance reviews for paid workers.

Establish and maintain quality control procedures for individuals and
producti.

6

Train others in financial management procedures (see Teacher/Trainer for
related skills):

Determine prices on the basis of cost and overheadfactors when a product
of service is sold:

'

Discuss the social implications of investment decisions (how company
policies can affect the environment, minorities, wotnen, etc.) and decide
if an investment is appropriate tothe philosophy of my organization.

Knc how to obtain information aboutlboththe economic condition and the

activities of a company before making an investment decision and/or voting
proxies. X

'Demonstrate my skills as a consumer or monitor of consumption (see Consumer
Economics Specialist).

Demonstrate my knowledge of laws which can affect family or organizatiopal
finances by:

..

Describing laws related to family finances and such circumstances as

death, divorce, child sapport; etc. .

Describing bankruptcy laws and procedures.
- Describing home/bdsiness laws and procedures.
Describing laws related to income taxes, social securfky taxes, etc.,
and using them to maximize savings and/Or .income.

!= Describingt,social services legally available froi the government or
service agencies and the-process of obtaining them.

',96
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Demonstrate my knowledge of real state by:

Discussing the (dis)advantages of (Jong and shortrange) buying, rent
ing, condominium owning etc. 0

Evaluating a neighborhood's appropriateness to family needs.
Knowing how to evaluate structure, plumbing, wiring, sewage, etc., when

selecting a house or apartment.

Evaluate a real estate purChase by:

Describing how to obtain information on taxes, loans, zoning, forecasted

real estate chaiges, etc.
Discussing the relative imp ance of these factors.

Prepare and defend income t returns.,

46
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FUND RAISER'

Fund raising is the devglopment of a system of financial support for an
organization, program, or activity.

In my work as a fund raiser, I can:

Assess needs so as to determine what financial support is reqpired (see

Problem Analyst /Researcher for related skills).-

Plan a fun -raising activity, including:

- Identifying objectives and specific goals.

Identifying potential 'sources of funds from:

Government (local, state, f\ederal).

- Business and industry.
Foundations.
Individuals.
Other organizations.

Selecting methods and strategies appropriate both to organizational

.image and potential funding sources.
Estimating requirements for people, materials, and time.
Estimating cost of a fund-raising effort.

4
Demonsttate knowledge and understanding of the-code of ethics regarding

fuhd- raising.,

Demonstrate` knowledge and understanding of tax laws and ,other regulations

which affect fund raising. ;d

Utilize the tools orfund raising by:

Demoftstrating.knowledge of resources such as foundation diTecttries,

.directories of government programs, etc.
- Demonstrating a knowledge of financial management (see Financial Manager).

Demonstrating knowledge of proposal preparation skills (see Problem
. Analyst/Researcher for related skills).
- Demonstrating knowledge of techniques in prepaning_promotional materials

(see Public Relations/Communications Worker for related skills).
Demonstrating an understanding of the motivations and needs involved in

contributing to a group, organization, or program and methods to build
on these.

Administer a fund - railing program, including:

Selecting or recruiting staff and workers.
,- Training others ih fund-i-aising'techniques (See Teacher /Trainer for.

.4 related skills). '

;

Determining strategy. .s

. Determining the target grout).
-*Making work assignments and monitoring progress..

98
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Setting and communicatj.ng the goal.

Coordinating multifaceted efforts.
Assessing a° reporting on progress.

- Modifying pans to meet changing cixcumstanees

Raise funds selling a product or service, including:

Select ing' products or services-to sell which are appropriate to the
organization/agency image.
Selecting a clientele or target pdpulation:

- Researching-cost/benefit factors for alternative products,,services,
and delivery systems (seeFinancial Manager). A a

Planning'and monitoring product or service delivery.
Selecting and, recruiting sales personnel.
Training sales personnel.
Selecting sites, territories and/or locations for Sales on the basis of

;
clientele,, cost, etc.

- Determining if sales permits, leases, etc., will be needed and obtaining

\
a

them. , .

Planning and implementing methods to monitor personnel, money, and
materials (see Financial Manager). .

Planning and implementing publicity for the product or service (see

fPublic Relations/CommunicaLions Worker).
.

Maintaining records which will help others planning similar sales
programs in'the future. i 4

techniques or procedures for return or repayment of proActs,
6.

on sale,or,slow-moving products, etc.

. ,

Raie fundsby staging a special event, including: .

. .

Selecting thetype.of event whichwill be appropriate to organization/
.

agency image. r .

Deciding if the event should be itargeted to a specific clientele or to

the general public. .

Determining the cost/benefits of...alternative types of events.

Planning and implementingfpublicity (see Public Relations/Communications
Worker).

y

Organizing a plan .for staging the event.
Selecting and recruiting individuals to work on various types of tasks

and activities. . .

Training staff and participants (see Teacher/Trainer).

- Obtaining and organizing material.
7, Determining if permits and permission will be needed and obtaining them.

Selecting sites and locations for the event on the-basis of factors
. such as tatget population, cost, etc.
Monitoring the work of'staff ,

.- Keeping records-that will' be of use to others planning similar special
. events. . .

Raise funds from govelmment, corporations, andAor'foundations by:

gegeart

PrOblem,Analyst/Researcher):
.
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Preparing a proposal.
.

- Contacting appropriate funding sources.
Promotidg a proposal, project, or special need.
Preparing reports which demonstrate the organization or agency's account-

ability to the funding agency:

Raise funds from the public through-a campaign, including:

Planning the campaign theine and organizational strategy.
Recruiting workers for different levels of responsibility and, different

kinds of tasks.
Training and motivating workers (see Teacher` /Trainer).

- Preparing materials to be used in the campaign (see Public Relations/

Communications Worker).
Monitoring the progress of the campaign.
Revising staffing and strategy to de.al-with emergencies or with- inade-

quate public response. -

- Preparing reports which will be of assistance to others planning similar

campaigns in the future.

O
ab.
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GROUP LEADER

. The leader of a youth group or a serving organization devises and imple-

ments programs which help people to develorand learn.

In my work as a group leader, I can:

- 'Articulate the philosophy of the organization or sponsoring group.

Describe chow the components of the program relateto organizational
'philosophy. .

0

-

lk DeMOnstrate a knowledge Of human growth and development (see Child COP
%, ,

Specialist).

Demonstrate a knowledge of theories of learning (see Teacher/Trainer).
, .

Demonstrate A knowledge of teaching methods and materials. (Specify

areas)
,

Select activities which will.help people learn desired skills and atti-.

tudes..

- Determine the cost/effectiveness of alternative program components (see

Financial Manager).

.Plan and coordinate a,group Program, inchiding:

It,'

Defining program objectives.
Inv wing group members inprogramp nning. -

- .Selecting activities which will most efficiently lead to meeting the
.program objectives.

Selecting activities which are most appropriate for the age, background,
and experience of group members.
Preparing prOgram materials.

- Determining the budget for-the program.
- Deciding on methods to evaluate the program.

Administer a program,' including:

Selecting and/or recruiting others for various responsibilities.
-"Training other adults as leaders'or assistants (see Teacher/Trainer).
Helping group members take on leadership roles within the organization.
Working with members of the supervising board or agency,.

- Determining the effectiveness of various program tomponents in-meeting '

b ganizational godp.
-.As'eising the effectiveness of other leaders.

Org izing committees tO,carry out task4,
7 Keepin recordi of individual and group progress.
Keeping budget and financial records (see Financial Manhger).
Coordinating activities of various groups%

-Se*curing financiral resources (see Fund Raiser).

.

Direct A group, includieg:
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Organizing and conducting meetings. 0

- Teaching activities such as:' games, crafts, music, dance,-dramatics,

health and safety, art:outdoor/camping skills (see Recreation Worker).
- Teachingcitizenship, interpersonal skills, and democratic prOcesses.

= Demonstrating a knowledge and use of techniques and equipment specific ,

to the organization's ,program.

Abide by an organization's standards.

Provide guidance and counseling to people when gppropriate (see Counselor).,

Use appropriate techniques to deal with interpersonal problems.

" -
Use audiovisual equipment.

Provide leadership for a youthgrou including:

Demonstrating a knowledge of cWildren's games (see Recreation Worker).

- Storytelling, including.demonstrating a knowledge of children'i

ture.(see Library Assistant).
Demonstrating a knowledge of safe procedures, for children's activities.
Describing how youth groups serve as socializing agents.

. e

Identify, use, or refdr people to other groups' or resources in the
community,thaVcan supplement Oe group program (see Community Resources
Specialist).

ti

ti
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HEALTH CARE WORKER
0

A health care worker'isresponsible far providing in a home, hospital,
onother institution, under. the .supervision of a medical care professional,
services" that will greet -the, physica and emotional .needs of persons who have

been injured..nin, acgidtnt, oriWho are physically, or mentally ill due to

acute or chronic.diseaSe, handicap, ox other causes.
1"e' *.

As a' hearth. care worker-I oath

Provide a safe'enviroriment. for a patient, including:
- a

- Instialiing special equipment where needed

I

(e.g., shoWer bars, .bed

rails, etc.).

Provide for the physical and emotional comfott of a patient.

Provide for adeqUite substitute care when I,am unavailable.

Identify and fill the special nutritional n4eds of patients who are

acutely ill 'and/or convalescing, including:,,

4147 Planning and preparing meals to maximize Nutritional value.

Following special diets and preparing special meals as 'required by the

'patient's condition.
Enhancing the appearance of food so as to stimulate a lagging appetite.
Supervising a patient's adherence to special diets.

ts,

%

. Provide for effective medical care for the patient, including:
.)

.

.

SecUring appropriate professional medical advice when needed" .

- Obtaininremergency medical treatment as necessary.
.

Perforthing routine homenursing procedures.
- Transporting the patient to,health facilities.

,- Practicing preventive medicine. '

- Knowing how to perfbrm first aid if necessary.

Administering medication as.directed by medical practitioners.

- Knowi_g and recognizing symptoms of change or compli.pation of a patient's

condition.
Changing dressings. .-

"

Admiiistering enemas or douches.
,Mibr.

--,

Maintain hygienic conditions for the patient, including:
.

.- Keeping the atientts surrOundings.clean and germ free.

-

9

Regularly laundering cloping and bed linens.
- Helping the patient with personal groomingbathing, hair care, mouth

'and tooth care, nails.. .

- phangitig-bed linens without unduly'ctistuibing the patient.
. ,

.

. -
.

Identify and appropriately use resources in the community which may enrich

.. the life of the patient, inclriding: -
k

- Public services ("visiting nurst association; meals for the elderly;
. . .4.
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transportation to public facilities, institutions, and events; Medicare
and'Medicald; recordings for the blind, etc.).
Individual services (large-print newspapers and books, home hair care
and grooming, home-bound teachers, etc.).

Document patient progress as needed, including:

Using a thermometer to assess temperature Illictuations.

Knowing nd noting symptoms of change in the patient's state.

rKeeping records of medication given and noting side effects, 'if any.

Recognize and provide for the psychological and "Social needs Of the ill

and/or eldeoll, includimk

Dealing with anxiety, depression, loneliness, and fear"
Providing moral support.
Knowing when to allow visitors and when not to.
Dealing openly and honestly with illness and/or the possibility Of death-

Respect.and observe precautions concerning confidentiality of patients and

patient histories. /

Y

Follow orders and accept supervision from health care professionals.

Act as a courier between various departments of the institution.

Learn and apply the rules of a speerfric institution

Greeting*patients and visitors.
. Answering telephones.

Providing information.
Maintainingand handling records.
Escorting patients. .

Operating equipment-Wheelchairs, stretchers, elevators, etc.
Using-special terminology, and abbreviations.
Entering patient's or treatment rooms.

- Directing. questions to appropriate sources.
%.4

Discherging,pitients.

provide support and guidan-Ce4o patients and their'families under the-,. .

supervision of a member ofki'he religious ministry .(see GoAselor).
7

Plan for andhelp the patient enjoy appropriate. exercise and recreation.

encourage and'aid in the development of self-sufficiency for the patient
within the limits of his/her illness..

'
Maintain needed'supplj.es for the patient, including:

.
.

- Keeping medicine and first aid supplies On hand.

- Shopping for personal items 'required by the patient.

Provide general assistance in the emergency room, including:

14,
O c
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Ass isting prof(ssional staffiin giving personal and individual 'a ttention

to patients.
Providing support to p4ients' families.
Holding patients for suturing, intravenous medications, and injections.
Transporting patients to other parts of the institution via stretcher

or wheelchair.
Keeping equipment closets and cabinets well stocke'd.

Provide general assistance in the out -"patient depdrtment, including:

4
Meeting patients.

- Alerting appropriate perso4el.when emergencies' occur.

Filling out initial information sheets.
- Escorting patients to treatment.
Filing and pulling charts.
Performing errands for the patient's fimily, making phone calls, watching

children, offeriAg coffee.
Avoiding interference with{ professional stafractivities.

Deliver flowers to patients and maintain flowers in proper condition (see

Horticulturist/Floral Designer). .

Distribute and coliectAmenus and help patients to select meals.

Assist in the pharimacy,by:

. .

Her ng to salvage unused medications.

PaCk ging qediciAs. .
.

.

Per brming IttIck control activities: filing, checking, and verifying
.

stpck%.

-. Provide recreational activities for patients, including:

-.Yoga.

Indoor gardening.
Grooming. -

- Arts and crafts prolects.
Sports.

.- Drama. .

.

Set up and maintain libi'aries or magazineollections for patients (see

Library Assistant).
°:.

Assist in the hospital l'aboratory, including:,

CarinA f r laboiatory animals (see Animal.Care

Conduct g laboratory procedures under the direction orthe professional

l'staf prepare slides, prepare samples for'analysis, etc.).

Recording the results of laboratory, tests and procedures.

Organize, supervise and.maintain a playroom for young patients.

Care for a patient promptly and efficientLy at the 'scene of an accident,

1

.
including:

.* /



(
Analyzing the situation and recognizing the potential problems.
Setting priorities under stress.
Attending to'life-threatening emergencieS first. _

Providing for the safety and protection of the patient ^and caring for
injuries.
Searching for medical identification information.

Control an accidentscene, including:

Examining the patient ior-injuries.

Removing the patient from life-threatening situations
Exercising care in handling an ambulan9e.
Dealing with bystanders, and taking history from bystanders if necessary.

Assuming a subordinate role if physician is present.
Correcting life-threatening problems and immobilizing injured parts.'

- Extricating the patient so as to minimize damage to injured parts.
Responding to patient's and family's needs-for comfort and reassurance.

Provide safe and efficient transport and ontinuing care of the patient on
-

the way b the hospitk,

Driving emergency vehicle carefully to minimize disturbance to patient.

- KnoWing and abiding by laws and traffic regulations pertaining to ambu-
lances:
Knowing efficient routes and alternate routes to thehospital.
Making proper use of lights and sirens.
Riding in compartment with patient.

- Continuilly observing and protecting,>patient.
Administering-care as indicated or instructed (see Transportat ion
Speciilist).

Provide orderly transfer of patient and patient information to hospital
emergency department, including:

Communicating vital information.
Delivering patient to emergency departure t.
Alerting emergency room to*potentially 4-01gh priority situations.
Assisting emergency department staff as requested.
aomplying with hospital regulations.

Perform communication functions, including:

Dispatching ambulances.
- Requesting additional resources (police or fire).
Alerting emergency room personnel of arrival 'and c ndition of lent.

- Operating radio communications equipment.
Follbwing Federal'Comnutications Commission (FCC) regulations concerning
equipient.

Keep records and make reports, including:

Interrogating patient, relatives, bystanders.
- Providing information to medical staff and/or police regarding state of

patient and circumstances surrounding accident.

4th
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V
Perform basid life-support unctions, including

Treating shock.
Treating trauma and burns.
Applying splints and bandage
Performing cardiac resuscitation.

-'Using airway adjuncts.

Diagnose and treat medical emergencies:

Epileptic seizures.

- Traumatic shock;
Insulin shock.
Hemorrhagin
Poisonin
Heart at ack.
Childbi th assistance.

7 psychiatric emergencies.

tare for eme4ocy vehicle and equtpment, including:

Maintaining vehicle in a state of. readiness.

L Replenishing supplies.
Decontaminating and clean in equipment routinely after use.

,

40
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HOME MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

A hOme maintenance technician -cares fori-home and for the equipment in 'it.

As a hole maintenance technician; I can:*
.

Manage the overall maintenance of my home, including:

Assessing what needs to be 'done.

,- Determining the costs and-vtime involved, including the 'consequencesof

postponing the work. j 0.

Giving priority to task and determining dike best sequence when .several

tasks dust be undertaken,.
Determining which, tasks 1 can do.
Selecting people to make othefr repairs on the basis of:

Information fr om others, reputatios of workers.

Cost and time estimates.
Inspection of other work which the fepairer has done.

Inspecting home maintenance work and determiping if it was/is done

properly'
,

..

' Knowing how.to take legal recourse, if repairs aYe improperly or poorly

done. '

Knowing how to take legal recourse if the owner bf abuilding'in which--
I am a tiant fails to keep it adequately 'maintained.- ,

,
., . .

.

- Demonstrate my knowledge and skills in carpentry and construction, includ-

Z ins:

Designing projects tq build:

Toys.
- Furniture.
- Built-ins.and/or cabinets.,
-'Rooms and/or other house additions.

Executing projects by:

Building toys.
Making furniture.

- Making built -ins and/or cabinets.
- Adding onto a douse or other room changes
Planning for house remodeling.
Remodeling a house.
Drawing up.construct blueprints and layouts.
Interpreting construct blueprints and layputs.

- Selecting appropriate meteriali fqr construct`or remodeling.

Paneling a wall.
"Installing ceiling tiled. / 0.

Installing a fireplace.
- Replacing/rehanging a door.,

. 108 .
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K
- Selecting and installing woodwork, wood trim, and wood mouldings to

create ,an architectural. effect.

Applying, aliing and/or weather stripping. .

Selecting appropriate insulation and/or energy conserving materials for

use tn construction or remodeling.
Installing insulation.- .

- Identifying different kinds and qualities of wbods.

Knowing what types and qualitiea of wood are,bestNfor
)

various con-

s truc t ion. uses:
.

Demonstrating propeecare and'pe of carpentry toots. . )

- Selecting the appropriate carpentry and construction tools for a job

- Installing kitchen cabinets and/or dounter tops. '

Being alert to the Ncident'hazards around constructiop and taking,
accident preyention measures.

1

Demonstrate my knowledge and skills in masonry work,,,including:

- Installing tilet iri a

#- Making a cement walk,
- Making or repairing a

\.
bathroom,- kion a tchen
terrace,, or
flagstone, cement block,

counter, or for flooring.

or brick walk, floor, or

'terrace. r

Making or repairing a stone, cement block, or brick wall,or fence.
'

Apply putty around 'loose panes of glass.

Replace broken panes of glass.

Repair' or replace flooring, including;

1
- Inttalling/carpet.tifes or vinyl/asphalt floor tiles.

Installing Sheet vinyl, linOleum flooring..

Installing wall-to-wall carpeting.
:Installing,prquet or hardwood floors.

- Refinishing hardwood floors.
Installing'cramic-tile, quarry tile, flagstone, or brick floors.

Make mechanical repairs on household items.
. .

Make or repair fences and pt1er outdoor features, including:

- Selecting die post appropriate materials for fences and outdoor features.

- Sealing or resurfacing an asphalt (blacktop) driveigay or walk.
Designing and /or drawing plans for fences,,walkwrys, and other outdoor
features.

1- Making an asphalt (blacktop) walkway.
- Using railway ties, cement blocks, Bricks, etc., to edge walks, create

steps, or make raised flower beds.
- Making or repairing wire fencing.
- Making or repairing wooden,fencih.

Demonstrateimy knowledge and skill in making electrical repairS including:

O Preventing ,robLems in the electrical systpm+ and appliaRces.

109
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jinia osinrelectrical problems.
Correcting problems in.the electrical system and appliances by:

Replacing batteries, light bulbs,. and fuses correctly.

Replacing TV'tubes.
Installing a TV or hi-fi antenna.
Installing a TV or signalsplitter.
ewiring lamps, plugs, and/or small appliances.

= Rewiring, installing, or replacing electrical,switches; outlets, fix-

tures, or wiring.

Making proper use of electrical repair equipment and diagnostic instru-

ments.
Observing safety prOcedVies when working with lectricity..

a radios 'intercom, stereo, or TV Irom'a kit.

Assembling and installing an electronic burglar alarm from a kit.

Knowing what to do when an emergency problem occurs with the electrical

system or an electrital appliance.

Cope with problem insects and pestg, including:
.

- Prevening-household pest and, insect problems.

Diagnosing evidence of pest and insect problems., - .

- Selecting the best pest or insect control technique for A given problem.

Using pesticides and/or insecticides safely and correctly.

Exterminating when'necessary:

- Rodents (mice, rats, etc.).
Insects (ants, roaches, termites, etc.).

. ,

. ,

Demonstrate my knowledge andskill-in Making plumbing repairs, including:

,z, $

--l'reventing proble6 in the plumbing%system.

\ Diagnosing problems in the plumbing system.

1 Correcting plumbing prOblems by
. .

Replacing washers, gaskets, etc. .:

.
Using a "plumber's friend" or other techniques to clear blocked

.

.

plumbing.' . ts ,
,

Adjusting or replacing a toilet flush mechanism.
4 l .- emovi,ng items from drain trAps.

'44

.
- lacing faucets, Shower heads, etc. ,.

-- Repairing/replacing leaky pipes.

t
.Using 4hut-of valves to-prevent plumbing emergencies.
Making proper use of Plumbing tools.

,

Observing safe procedures when working. with plumbing..
. .

i.''' - ---Y%-i
Demonstratp my knowledge and skill in papering, painting,,and plastering.

incl6ding: ,Z. : , , .

0,

''w al4 'otr-` Selecting the mist appropriate c ering .for a given use, location

or. problem.
7 Selecting the correct-paintlPfor.a given use, location or problem.

/4 110
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-- sefecting eguipient 'best" suited for applying different types of paints

and/or fOr different surface's.
Applying paint using a brush, roller, or spray.'

Maintaining painting equipment. .
, 'A

- Using spackle or other materials to repair or patch walls or ceilings.,

Constructing a wall or ceiling using dry-whll (plasteibbard).
.

-

Constructing 'avail or ceiling using plaster or stucco.
:. .
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HOME PLANNER AND DESIGNER'

A home planner And designer,selects,..X/house or ajartment, plans the

furnishings and decor, ari4 Carries 'out or arranges for and oversees the
implementation of these plans.

As a home planner and designer, I can~

- Select living quarters which meet family tastes and needs, taking into
ccount:

,

"Location (access to schoolis work, shopping, recreation, family and
friends; freedom from hazards, noise;'problems, etc.).
Cost(mortgam rent, taxes, owner's fees, etc.).

-.Availability's:3f services and utilities.

Design%
. -.Structural quality.

Room'arrangement and traffic flow.

Number and types of rooms.

Develop a plan for interior design by:

. - Analyzing the',physical elements to be considered in planning 'and,

decorating a room (dimensions, placement of windos4s, theating system,
etc.).

Analyzing the nonphysical elements to be considered in horde design (use
by children, aged, or handicapped; cleaning, and preservation of
decor; flexibility, family values, etc.).

-:Analyzing how resources currently available can best be used (existing
furniture, carpeting, accessories, etc.)..
Determining possible changes or additiohs'and the cost and tonsdquences
of each.

o Develop a multistage decorating plan if resources are not available
to implement alldesired changes.

Apply principles of color, texture, and design,in home decorating.

Create original homedes gns.
A

Describe and demonstrat how colar, light, and 'space can be used to.

alter room appearance.
.0

Identify aesthetic-gui 1ibesf8r evaluating and planning home design'

(balance, proportion,'e c.). ' .
-....

, ... .

Research products or maperials
.

with which I am qnfamilgoiar (see Problem

Analyst /Researcher). 1), ..

/ '''

. , . /-

,

Research architectural andhome furnishing.atyles of historical or

regional intefest (-see Problem Analyst/Researcher).
,

Ilepare scale drawings of 'a room or house for use in decorating or in

historical restoration (see Artist/CraftspersoW.,,

t,
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1

Identify resources which can aid me in restoring an older home or in
assessing the valuekof a.neW one.

Determine furnitureneeds.

Restore, refinish and recycle furniture (see Home Maintenance Technician).

Arrange furniture in'anattractive and functional manner.
\

Select upholstery or slipcoyers.for furniture, taking into consideration: \
*

Cost.

Durability.

Ease of maintenance.
Color, texture, and style.

Upholster furniture (see Clothing and Textile Specialist).

Make sli pcovers (lee Clothing and Textile Specialist).

Evaluate quality when selecting household goods and furniture (see
Consumer Rights Specialist).

Determine flooi treatments and floor-coVering needs.

.

Finish and refinish. wooden floors (see Home Maintena4 e Technician).
. -.

.
. , ..

select rugs,carpets and other floor taking into consideration:
. .

(
0

- Cost.

Existing condition of the floor.,
- Durability.
Ease of maintenance. .

-- Color, texture, and style.
Noise levels and need for noise control.

- Traffic 'flaw in area.

r

a

Install linoleum, vinyl tile, 'or'similar floor coverings (see Home

Maintenances Technician).

Install wall-to-walL carpeting or carpet tiles (see Home Maintenance
Technician).

Determine wall treatments.

Select paint,wallPaper, or other wall treatments,, taking into: bonsidera-

tion:

Coat: t
t. .

Existing condition of the wallp. -
- Durabilityy

"-

- Ease of,maintenance.
- Color, teXture, and style. A

103
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Noise levels and need" for noise control.
'

r Paint a room (see Honte Maintenance Technician).

. Wallpaper a room (see Home Maintenanceaechnician

Panel a 'room (see Home Maintenance Technician).

Select ceiling treatment taking into consideration:

Cost.

Existing condition of*the ceil?ng.
Ease of maintenance.
Color, texture, and style.
Noise levels and need for noise control.

Install ceiling tiles (see Hr e Maintenance Technicitn).

Manage yard and garden dare (see Horticulturist/Floral Designer).

Manage the redecoration of a roam or home:

Determine,which tasks I czT do.
Select people .to do the work.

- Negotiate contracts with workers or suppliers.
- Read and. interpret contracts and warranties (see Civil/Legal Rights

Worker).
Explain my legal recourse if the work is improper1M done, if furniture

or goods are faulty, etc. (see Consumer Economics S'pecialist, and Civil/'

Legal Rights Worker).
--Prepare cost estimates for work to be done.

Determine the best means of financing the redecoration (gee Consumer
Ecoribiic,s Specialist, and Financial Manager).
Keep accurate records of work and payments.

. ,

.... Identify and correct conditions in the hpme which are fire or safety
'

,

hazards. . .

Prevent home-conditions which increase the potential for fire (worn
. .4

wiring, spilled flammable liquids,'etc.).- ,,
.. -,

I. . Select household goods and products 'that do not esent flrds..

i

a

0

0
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. HORTICULTURIST/FLORAL DESIGNER

ar,

A horticulturist /floral designer is concerned with the practical aspects

of growing.(procuring, planting, maintenance, etc.) trees, fruits, vegetables,

flowers, and ornamental plants.

As a horticulturist/floral designer,. I. can:

Demonstrate my knowledge of the environmental influences which affect

plant grolhh by:

Describing the properties of various kinds of7oil including:

How,to test the-soik.
- How to change soil 'properties.

How toidentify plants which need or provide various soil properties.

- How to improve soil drainage or prevent erosion.'

How to get assistance with soirproblems.
.-_How to mix fertilizers appropriately.

How to prepare compose or alter the soil properties organically.

- How to prepare soil prior to planting.

- How to maintain soil after the growing season--if outdoors.

- -How to use the tools frequently needed in alr soil work. .

Describing methods of providing an optimum environment for the various

kinds of plants I grow (moisture in the air, lighting, temperature,

eft.).
bescribing 1nethods of prbtecting plants from the adverse effects of

environmental influences which I can't dlter.

Demofistraie my knowledge of the biological functioning of plants by:
T

.

.
.

-7 Naming all the pa;Aa of vatious kinds of plants and the function they
.

serve fOr the pl'Ent% 4 .

. q
.

Describing the process by which a/plant gets its nourishment.

- Describing the RFocess oCFegeneration for various kinds of plants.

Describing the classification used in ordering plants into-
. .

. g
. . groups.

. -

.

Demonstrate my knowledge of planting and transplanting procedures

bry:
, ' - .:

.

L- . 1 .
, ,-

Identifying the special care 0 be takeh while transporting and trans-
,

planting a tree, shrub, or plant. . -- .

.

Describing the qualities of a plant to be .considered prior to purchasing

- or transplanting.. 4
/ . .

.- Destribing the growing season of various plants andjhow to determine

when and where to plant seeds of seedlings. .-
.

Selecting appropriately between the varieties of plants or seeds avail-

able to mt.
,

Demonstrating planting_tiChniques. . _

- Selecting containers appiepriate for various types of ornamental and/or

indoor plants.
.

-9
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Demonstrate my knowledge of hazards affecting, plants and how to remedy
them by: ,

4.
. .

7
, . . Nt' ' . '

1". 1..

DeiCriting the differences between animals and insects whichrare

harmful to the plants I grow,and those' which direAly or.indiretli help
the plants (bees and cross- pollination, lady bugs which eat aphida Aat
eat leaves, etc.). .

. -.
, . .,

1 .
t. Detecting and diagnosing plant'damage effectively,

r
Preventing damage to'plants from Insects' and annals by using organic .

and/or inorganictjtietiMds. 7...

Using various method6 of weed control, /

Describing the coat/effectiveneas aspects of the various methods of
.-

insect arid weed/control described abOve.
Describing the resources available tome to obtain assistance.with-

/ ..,these kinds -of problems.
Using and explaining any tools or materialsused in.pest or Weed control.

. ,

7i Demonstrate my knoCaledgeof plant maintenance by:
ti,

Arranging my resources to allow for optimum plant maintenance,
Diagnosing a need for,a change in maintenance,procedures and proceeding
to test my diagnosis.
Providing the care that different plants need for opt imum growt h,

-Illarvesting'effectively.
*1-

Demonstrate my knowledge of a particular method, or part of a method, 'for,
' growing or caring for plants (organic gardening, creating hybrids,..etc.).

4

DemOnstrate my in-depth kdowledge of a particular kind of plant and
care.

1

'Demonstrate my knowledge of harvesting vegetables, fruits, and flowers.

Demonstrate my knowledge of PrOPer care for plant prodpct tflowers ()Ike

they have beet; cut;, vegetables once.thei.have been harvested),

Demonstrate knowledge and tech niques of pl&A't pruning to cilitate,
growth and/or flowering.under.the followini circuMstances: .

.

During the different seasons.
After` transplanting.
Fo* ornamental,effecti.

Demoriat;ate my knowledge and skills as a landscape architect,' includipg:

Evaluating and planning growing space based bri'needs and use.

'7 Selecting trees, plants, paving,etc., appropriate,to th site and use.
Changing' outdoor areas in accordance with changing capabilities for
care and maintenance. t_

- Changing outdoor:areas in accordance with changing use.

41,
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4

Evaluating plants, trees, shrubs, etc.', before purchase, for their

suitability to climate, location, growing conditions, etc.

Determining the cost of implementing and maintaining a given landscape

plan.
,, '

Apply principles of_color, 'texture and design in floral arranging.

Id/entity the aesthetie guidelines for planning floral arrangements

(balance, proportion, etc.).

Identify commoilkplants and flowers and giVe their correct names.

.- A

..,
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4'1:400 UMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST

.

Humap resources n ement involves allocating and monitoring the

tutilization of people it time and their talents, within an organization,
?

il

. program, or activity.,1,
.c

.
.

.=i .

As a human tesqurf.es,specialist, I can:
) f,f

Determine the nuAer and type of individuals and the amount of
time needed to acdp6plish a given task or activity.

Prepare a staff ,':plau,and present the'rationale for it.
1

Prepare staffing need projections on the basis of his65ri. cal data

and analysis.
4

Prepare staffing need projections on the basis of problem survey
data (see Problem Analyst/Researcher).

Explain the. relationship betWe4a particular job and organiza-
tion/agency/program mission. (see Teacher/Trainer).

o Prepare cost estimates for tie use of personnel and their time
(see Financial Manager).

Determine the cost/effectiveness of alternative plans for personnel
allocatiOn.

Select and/or recruit individuals for a variety of jobs.
it

Prepare job de,scriptions.

,P'Prepat'e advertisements to recruit personnel (see Public-Re :tions/
Commiuii ations Worker).

41
_

Targ4 dvertiseme.nts t%ward paid and/or volunteer workers.

- Demdnstrate an understanding of the needs and motives' which lead
1"pepp a.to;take part in volunteer work.

4

Arran& foe and/or,conduct the organizationallsocialization of
. personnel (see Teacher/Trainer).

.4'

krange for and monitor the job training of personnel (see Teacher/

;PWIE):
'

Demonstrate a knowledge of the psychological principles which govern

people's behavior in.work situations.

r 0 Establish and maintain procedures to monitor work quality and
quantity.

-.. . .

/ Monitor the quality and quantity of work performed by individuals

ame/br task groups. ,

,,

T% Nr

1
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Counsel with workers who, are not performing up to organizational

standards..

Develop and use techniques which will minimize conflictsIbetween

paid and volunteer workers..

Demonstrate the ability to use appropriate techniques to solve
interpersonal problems (see Counselor).

.
.

.,- 'Use recognition or other psychic rewards to keep volunteer woi-ke s
involved and productive. .

.

i
,

=

Help volunteers see the relevance of their organizgtion/agencY

experience to their long-range career goals and/or :Personal
development.

u
Develop and maintain a system of evaluatperectirds of job

performance.

Help supervisors dealmith personnel problems.

Maintain time and salai-y records for paid workers.

Conduct salary admigietration and performance reviews for paid

vorkers (see Financial Manager).

Codduct performance reviews for` olunteer workers.

Handle outplacements and terminations.

Train others i.tri personnel management (see Teacher /Traine'r).

Understand apd keep intOied about 'labor laws (such as Taft-
.

Hartley):

Review and keep up-to-date od.changes in state and federal laws

for employee compensation and benefits.

Develop an affirmative action program and monitor :compliance:

Plan and implement programs for staff development.

Plan and monitor a retirement program.

.

Deal with employee relations problems and develop programs to meet

employee relations needs.

. .

Plan and implement personnel policies and rview them regularly for

needed changes.

A' 7
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LIBRARY ASSISTANT -

A library assista nt helps library users and assists the library staff. in

technical hrvices.

As a library assistant, I can:

Develop and/or maintain current files of special materials, such as:

Newspaper clippings.

Magazind,articles.
- Pictures.

Informal reports of local an d community groups.

Use and maintain audiovisual 'equipment, Isuch' as:

Slide projector. -

Film projector.

Tape recorder.
.0- Record player.
-.Microfiche/microfilm reader/printer.

Videotape machine.

Direct others in the use of audiOyisual equipment, such as:

Slide projector.
Film projector.
Tape recorder.
Record player.
Microfiche/microfilm reader/printer.

- Videotape machine.T

Use data processing equipment 'to check out/check in matefi4s,aidentify

overdue materials, etc.

Assistlikrarian in purchasing and processing library materials, _such as:

Typing purchase orders, catalogue cards, c.
Checking invoices On new orders.
Processing incoming orders.
Reproducing (photocopying) catalogue cards, orders; etc.
Alphabetizing, sorting and filing catalogue cvds, orders, etc.
rutting library\plste, .card pockets, etc., in new materttls.

Assist with the circulation of library materials, including:

.Checking out materials.
- Locating special materials and placing them on reserve.

Issuing and/or checkinsigibrary users' cards.
-(Preparing overdue notices,

Sorting and shelving books.
"Reading the shelves" to see that materials are in proper location.

- Reviewing the circulation record .of materials'to help. in decisions'

about "weeding out" the collection.
Za
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,h , I,

,-. Making an inventory of materials to identify items that may be missing

or misfiled.
. -,

Inspecting
,

books for-wear/damage/need of replacement.

Help with user services, including:

4.
,- Providing information on, library services, facilities and rules.

Answering questions that involve fact-finding in standard reference
sources.
Helping users locate materials by use of the card catalogue.

'Work with preschool-age children, by:

Storytelling. y

4 Using puppets.
- Using audiovisual materials.
- Reading aloud.

Wc:A with school-age 1pildren, including:

Helping them to differentiate between materials whicfi romote learning

-and those which provide enjoyment only. x

Helping them learn how to-carry out library research. ,

- Helping them learn how to select materials approtiate for their age,

reading ability, and interests.

Develop displays andspecial exhibits, including:

Seasonal/holiday. s.

- Community events.

- Ethnic/cultural,heritage.'.
- Special interests (arts, crafts, hobbies, travel, etc.).
Library programs, activities, services.

Develop posters, leaflets and .other brochures about library programsnd

services.

Organize and maintain materials by:

- Indexing local newspapers.
- Repairing /re- covering books.

Filing newspapers and periodicals.
- Recording books, articles, etc., on tape.

Demonstrate knowledge in the use of office equipment, such as:

- Typewriter.
- Xerox.

- Mimeograph.

- Duplicating machine.
0 ,

Determine the needs of library users and refer them to the appropriate

materials:

113
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Reference books.
Books on specific ibjects.
Children's books.
P'eriodicals.

Audiovisual materials.
-,,Vortical file materials.
Special collections.

' Analyze the appropriateness of library materials for:

Children of different ages.
--Individuals with handicaps:

Visual.
- Hearing.

1-

Physical.
Mental.

.

Individu#1s with, limited ability to'read/speak English.
nn

.Evaluate the approp riateness of nonprint materials (films, records,. etc.)

for specific groups and/or activitlaes.

Demonstrate my sensitivity to and awareness of community attitudes and
concerns when planning.

,..

- Assist parents, teachers td others working with children an selecting
. .

. .

- appropriate mates..ials.

7.,_ . .

x Ass is individuals with handiicaps (e.g., visual) in locating sand using

e.. . special library materials which will meet their needs.
4°

Assist with programs and workOops for iibrary vblunteer programs:

,..
. - Reading Is Fyndamental. '''

*
t',

Literacy volunteers. 4"
. .,

Friends,
p.

,of.the library. .
. . -,

z
,

1 ' V

''''4.
I.. Assist with the development of'bibliographiestr other lists of library

.F.,.,

materials on selected topics.
4.,--



MUSEUM ASSIITANT

Museum assistants describeanddiscuss museum exhibits,with gr ups
of individuals to imprgve understanding of what is being seen. They may
work in art galleries or museums; in historical buildings, museums,
reconstructions, or parks; in science or natural history museums; or in
zoos. Other types of museum staff assistants may work in preparing,
pr serving, or restoring materials for display; in caring for plants or
animals, in performing.tasks or activities as part of the museu 's
demonstrations, or in conducting research.

As a musemeassisiant, I can:
.

Plan and prepare a lecture-tour for children 3nd/or adults.

. . .

- r Translate infordation and facts to a level of understanding appro- '

priate to the baCkground and experience of the audience.
,-;,,,, ,

. ,

Deliyeria lecturertour without notes but following a suggested)

outline. /

Modify the information given in a lecture-tour to suit children of

various ages:

Develop and use techniques which arouse curiosity and provide

discussion during the lecture-tour.

6

Demonstrate a knowledge of and"the`ability to.use a library and

other reference resources.

"Read the natur
4
e"of a group during the first ten minutes of a

lecture-Nur and modify the remainder-of the lecture-tour as, appro-
priate. .

Know . 14:heCtiteria on which to judge a work of art.
tc,,,

/
.. , ),!,$ 1" . 't

",'Plan a lecture-tour-to meet specified educational objectives.

.

Know *die criteria on which to judge other lectures.

Speak in public with confidence.

Understand and_be able to use techniques of grodp dynamics.
\ .

.
. .

,Uuderstand'and, be able to explain the policies of the'organizaLon or

.institution; '
. .

.DeMOnstrate my knOwledge of:

r
- Ar t history.

Art techniques (see Artist/Craftsperson).
- World.and/or national history. 4.

- State and/or local history.

qr
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Animals (see Animal Care Specialist).
-'Science,

0
Other areas. (Specify)

Plants (see.HorticultUrist/Floral Designer).

r

Describs methods of research and investigation (see Problem Analyst/

Researcher)'.

Prepare museum support materials (see Public ReltPons/Communica-

tions Worker):

Demonstrate 'my knowledge "of teaching methods and materialg (see

Teacher/Trainer).

Develop written materials for use in lecture-tours.
- ,

Use audiovisual materials in conjunction with leqture-tours. '

Demonstrate craft technimies.
)

Take part in "living)listory" depictions/demonstVtions.

Explain the reasons and purposes for museums, zoos, etc.
,

K'n'ow 'how to care for living plants andi/or animals which are 'alert 4'1'

of the collection. .4
a

Know }pow to care for and maintain the materials, and eqUipment in 1

th llection.'

Develop and maintain a library materials relevant to my lecture-

tour specialti,.. ,

Traln othgrs to work as staff assistantsjsee Teacher/Trainer).

Work with members of the professional staff and/or with members o'f"

the supervisine.board.

s-'
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PERFORMING ARTS SPECIALIST

A performing art specialist uses skills 'elated to drama, music,

or dance to produce or take part in plaYs, sancerts, films, broadcasts

and similar events. \-

. As a performing. arts specialist, I can:

Perform before an audience with poise and self-confidenc*.

Speak clearly and distinctly.

v.
Memorial a script, composition, or dance youtine and respond to

cuessfrom others.

Express feelings han d emotions through body.mOvement,voiCe inflec-

tion,. or instrumental style and interprkation.

-. Understand the ideas and feeling5 that an apthor", composer or

choreographer is trying to convey and make them clear to others.

Instructs others in the basic techniques of drama, dance, or musical 4

performance (see Teacher/Trainer).

Direct actors and other workers in producing a play, broadcast, or

film.

Select scripts, -dances or musical compositions that are appropriate

for my .ability, the abilities of those performing with me, and/or

the nature of the audience.

Direct and conduct other musicians.im a choir, band, orchestra, or

, dance group.

pcagnize, explain, End follow the symbols involved in musical,

interpretation.
1, . / 4 '441r

Explain the special characteristics of different gmsital instru-

.
mentsand consider their effects when copposing or.aftanging.

Apply musical theory in performinein or camposing, ad/anging, or

conducting for instrumental or vocal greps.

Sight-read music.

,/.
Create dance routines for myself or others.

Move with rtIrthm and grace and in'coordidation with other
,

..performers: ,
.,As 4 %.

Demonstrate' the basic steps or routines iCoae orlkore'typesof .,/

'cianCIng (ballet, tap, etc.). :
, u

4
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PROBLEM ANALYST /RESEARCHER

'444. IA

,
.. - ..' A problem analyst/researcher systemat5cally assesses a topic or the ,,

current status and/or needs related to a problem, program or service to
idehtify causalfactorA and possible solutions. The problem'analyst/researcher

k .

usually collects original data; -sometimes the problem analyst/researcher uses /.

or reanalyzes:datecollected by others. .

P \
s, a probleai analyst/researcher, 1 can:

t i .

evelop plan(S) for investigating the Problet area. 1

.'t .
... *

c---.
,

Identify and bbtain information about: ,-
.

6

i
The target' populations affected\by.tht.prablem. '4

'- The sourck of.POwer, which can facilitate or block'the'implemen-.
tation of change (see.Advocate/Change Agent for related

)'activities). - .

The existing proglims, resources, and other factors which impact
y

on the problem. . . s. ,
. ,

1

a

0.

° .

!

Assess the impact,of the preceding factors on-the problem area by

Various data Collection technique's such as interviewing, surveying, * '.
.

public discussions, etc. .

t .. .'

--** COmpile anist of specific needs or problems within the problem area.

.,
,

. 4

.,

.

.Give priority to those needs and .problems.problems nhich are most important and'
_

,

practical to-pursue. I

'. . .9'
% .

' Define potential actions in terms of"cost/effectivenes'.'

.

Describe the problem area(s) fdr purposes 'Of program development by:
. / .3-.'. .

Sufnmarizing data for ease in interpretation. --

. Keeping records.of contacts and resources.
1

.
,.I ..-

.

...Describe the nature of organizational and community structures as they -

relate to the voblem area and its potential solutions.-

-

e

Select problem arla(s) relevant to organiz=ational needs.

Limit the-research focus by:

ConCeptUalizing issues. ..T
Defining variables.
Making operational relevant measures.
Identifying the unit of...analisij3.

- Generating hypotheses.
,f *

CollectbackgroundAinformation by:

1 11
a26
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i
Locating information sources such as:

Written Materials.
Data batiks.

- Interviews.
;Surveys.

44tamarizing past experience with problems.

Evaluating the utility of past efforts.

Design research, by:
, 4

Selecting research design.

Selecting sampling teolviquel.
Seletting purvey techniques.

- Developinepractical plans of identifying:

1 -.Needs.

-

- Cots.
Personnel.

.01

Manage propo s:al.development,

r. Locating potential sources of funding.(see Paid Raiser').

Writing. a propnsal-to include:
,r-

13ackgroitid.

- Design.

Time and cost estimates.

` - Expected outcomes.
- Utility of research teethe organization and to the larger society.

.

- Meeting with funding agencies to pro mote the proposal.'

- 4dapting,proposal to meet requirements of funding source.

i;
Obtain data to:

, Is

Fostex, coopetation. with community groups and/Or'relevant

institutions 'and agencies to gain their support for the

research.
-' Recruit and tra in data collectors.

Select'appropriate data colleCting instruments.

- Design,and validate new data collecting instruments.

Use appropriate sampling and survey techniques.

-- Monitor data collected for quality control.

Obtain the informed consent of. partic ipants.

Obtain datafrom existing information banks.

Process data to: -

4 '2

AP
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-

Develop coding procedures.
Train coders.

-' Supervise coders for quality contrql.
Select and implem nt other data reduction procedures.
Develop computer ograms appropriate for th%-reiearch-design,

Analyze and summari e data by using:

= Avera' es or other-measures of central tendency.

Measures'of dilpersion Or devfation. -

Measures describing rgiations (dorrelvtiOna).
Other techniquesof bivariate or multivariate analysis.

-. Tables or other means of categorical aggregation.

Graphs and charts. c

- Tests of significance.'

Experimental effects analysis.
-.Nonexpgrimental causal analysis.

Make inferences from data.

Make conclusions and recommendations, frOm data to:

Formulate planning recommendations;
Make recommendations for further-study.
Develop policy recommendations.

"--

Write research report(s).

Disseminate me.tearch results to'appropriate groups.

128 ; L2 0
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PUBLIC RELATIONS /COMMUNICATIONS WORKER
. .

Public relations and communications are used 0o increase.knqwledge
and understanding of an organization, its products, and /o; its program.
Public relations /communication's workers, disseminate information to

individu'als and groups outside of the organization or agency. They also

process information received from outside the organization.
.

In carrying out my work in public relations and communications, .

I- can:

r

Conceptualize communications and public relations'programs which

interpret the goal-s)of the organization.

Plea and develop a public relations program.

Identify target audiences.

,

Determine the communications technique(s) appropriate to each

audience.

dP
Gather information-by:

..

Conducting'intlsrviews.
,

Confirming faca.
-.Identifying tfends.
Locating background data.

(see Problem Analyst/Researchlw,)

Id4ntify represAtatives of other organizations and of local, state

and fedevasomdipments to receive information about organizatiopal

activities.

Establish
.
an. interchange with appropriate representatives from:

- Members of the target group.

1- Volunteer coordinating agencies:

Private and civic organizations.
Business, industry and professional groups.

- Foundations.
Local government.
State. government.

Federal government.
(see Fund Raiser and Advocate/Change Agent.)

Write the following:

News stories.

Features stories.
- Fact-sheets for editorial background.

- Reports.
Speeches.

- Scripts for radio/television.

121
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- Other materials describing the organization and its program for.

the public.
(gee Teacher /Trainer for internal publications.)

Prepare audiovisual materials,3 videotdpes, and/or films by:'

. °

- Utilizing audiotape and/or videotape equipment.
J

- UtiPeing photographic equipment`
- Directing acting, speaking, and filming.

Prepare visual materi als, such as:

.

- Photographing events for news media or other publications.

- Designing and prepwing art Work.-
Designing. displays and/Or posters.

Codtdinate development of materials for production, such as:

- Edit publications.
Edit filis and/or tapes.

7 Design layouts.

I

Work with printers, publishers, and/o producers.

.... ,Work with mass media (press, radio, television)to:
A,

- Select optimum outlets for placement of material' and - identify

contacts.
Adapt and edit materials according to ass media standardi.
Conduct press conferences. ,4

- Maintain good,relgtions to facilitate placement of material.

Speakspublicly,'such as:

Deliver speedles.
- Promote an organization, program, orservice (see Advocat e/ -$

Change Agent). . .

Participate as a member of a panel of debate group.
- Give interviews.
- Conduct or moderate interviews, panel discussions, debates.

4
"Publicin and promote organizational materials:

y 4

Plan distributiOri of publications and other materials.

130
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RECREATION WORKER)

A recreation worker leads or assists a-l'eader of recreational activities

for specified groups in the setting of a school, community, social, or church
related organization.

As a recreation worker, I can:

Develop recreational programs and activities that foster individual and

group development.

Develop specific goalsoand plans for particular recreational activities.

' Identify resources in personnel, money, materials, time, and
authority needed to implement a recreational program.

Devglop and use techniques which willenhance relations among people.

Demonstrate ability to use. appropriate techniques to solve interpersonal

probiems.

Demonstrate knowledge of teaching methods and materials (see Teacher/

Trainer).

Develop and maintain a library or collection of relevant materials,

games, and other recreational equipment and supplies.

Plan and organize cooperative and competitive activities and know when
/

each'is appropriativ:-.,

Teach,pne or more of the following:

Games,

Crafts.
Musi.
Dance.

Dramatics.
Art.

Outdoor skills
, Conservation.

Cooking.
Sports.

Camping.

-Demonstrate knbsdedge of the use and care 'of audiovisual equipment,

gymnastic and sports equipment, tools,'crafts equipment, and camping

ecidipment.

Speak publicly, Including:

Articulating rules and procedures to participants.
Promoting the organization and its activities to potential sponsors.

.Publi,cizing special events.

131 /t4ij
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Establish rapport with individuals of diverse backgrounds.

Raise funds for a recreational program (see Fund Raiser):

Demonstrate techniques to prevent Apr limit conflict between individuals.
o

Demonstrate knowledge.of safety precautions required by potentially

hazardous activities'in sports, crafts, camping, etc.

r

Determine the urgency of a problem and handle it appropriately.

Demonstrate a knowledge of individual growth and development.

Select, recreational activities that will help individuals learn desired
skills and attitudes.,

Keep records of individual and group progress.

Understand and use techniques of group dynamics.

Plan and carry out field trips to sporting events, dramatic presen-
tations, concerts, recreation areas, museums, zoos, etc.

Develop positAve participant attitudes by:

acting appropriate activities.
tiding positive feedback.

Provide advi ce and informal counseling to participants.

Determine participant igterests and plan activities around them.

Demonstrate knowledge of capacities and needs of special groups:

PreschoOl children.
- Children during early school years.

7 Adolescents.
Boys/Girls.

- The elderly.

- The physically handicapped.
The mentally handicapped.
Single parents.

Budget existing funds (see Financial Manager).

Recognize'and deal with medical emergencies (see Health le Worker).

Interact appropriately andadaptively with personnel and goals of the
sponsoring agency.

0
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SALES WORKER/ORGANIZEEi

A sales worker/organizer operates or supervises the operations of
a store Or sale or, the selling of an item or service.

As a sales worker/organizer, I can:-

Assess potential markets for products or services that might be

offered.

Select items or,services to sell that are appropriate for the
organization/group image and goals.

Select sites, neighborhobds, or locations for a safe or store on
the basis of information about potential customers, costs, etc.

Determine if sales permits, leases, etc., will be needed and obtain

them.

Identify or select the intended clientele or target population for

a store or sale.

Determine the prices of items or services on the basis of cost and

overhead factors-
0

Estab lish aphaeintain quality control procedures.

Demonstrate ..; ledge and understanding of the regulationstax
laws, sales pe "its, leoses, etc.--which apply to stores or to
fund-raising sales (see-Fund Raiser).

A

Purchase, obtain, or create items for sale.

_ Survey and choose among suppliers of products and lerviceA on the

basis of qualify, appropriateness, cost, and reliability.

Determine'the cost/benefit factors for different types of products

and services, or for different kinds of stores and sales.
,m

Perform, arrange for,, or supervise the peiformance of sales related

runctions, such as advertising, publicity (see Public Relations/
Communications Worker), pricing, selling, delivery; banking, record
keeping: (see Financial Manager), and janitorial work.,

Design andPiApare displays for store interiors or windows (see

Artist/Craftsperson).

Recruit and select sales"perdonnel.(see Human Resources. Specialist).

Establish procedures to monitor personnel, money, and inventory

(see Financial Manager),

°
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Train others in established sales procedures (see Teacher/Trainer).

Develop methods rd procedures for return of products, repayment
for, unsold goods, sale of slow-moving or leftover,items, etc.

'Develop specific goaii for a sales activity withi the constraints
of available time, space, and personnel.,

Evaluate buyer behavior and consumption patterns.

Maintain correspondence with suppliers and sale/store clientele.

Organize a sale into its component parts and'determirie the/sequence

in which these activities must4be performed.

Develop and maintain store/sale budgets and financial records (see
Financial Manager).

Make appropriate use of business records, such as purchase orders,

receipts, and sales slips.

Demonstrate the use of bookkeeping techniques and accounting proce-

dures used in store.Or sales records (see Financial Manager).

Coordinate the execution of simultaneous sales activities (see

Administrator /Manager).

Demonbtrate the use of business echines, such, as a typewriter,
photocopier, cash register, addi machine, and hand calculator.

Make or maintain an inventory. record of items onhand-and/or sold
to determine what and. when to reorder.

Deal effectively with customers, including:

Providih information about products o services.

Explaining pricing policies.
Establishing procedures for customer returns or-repayment for items or

' services.'
Handling complaints.

0

Estaltrii. and maintaln sales/store records, including:

'Profit/loss sta
\
teme"nts.

o/iExpenditurencme atatementa.
. \ :

,

- Periodic reports to sponsoring agencies and/or other involved groups.

- Records to help others develop similar sal* prOgrams or stores. .

....

1 r)c)4. u
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TEACHEk/TRAI,NER \ 7

A teacher helps individuals or groups of' individuals to learn facts

or'skills or to improve their learning techniques. A trainer teaches

specific jobs, skills, and/or tasks; train.r1Q also involves the organi-

zational socialization of other workers.

In my work as a teacher/trainer, I can:

Establish a good working relationship with a learne or group of

learners.

Develop positile studentlattitudes toward learnin4. by:

SelActing tasks of appropriate difficulty.
Tel4ing the learner when a job is well done.

Encourage and support the learner and help the learner to develop

a positive. self-concept by:

Complimenting the learner for good work and good thinking.
Showing acceptance of the learner by giving attention And by

listening carefully,
- Helping the learner respond to increasingly difficult materials.

Work c2auratively with'the leasiner's*teacher and/or school by:

Abiding by school rules relating to tutors or aides.
Being positive about the teacher and school in Aiscussions with

the learner.
- Following the teacher's plan of instruction.
Providing the teacher with info-tEation on learner prpgress.

Provide advice, and informal counseling to the learner,,when appropriate

(see Counselor).

Identify lea'rn'er needs and difficulties:

By direct observation of and/or interaction with the learner.

From test data or other diagnostic. devices.
Through discussion with the teacher(s) who regularly instruct(s)

this learner.
Through discussion with other school personnel (counselors,

psy5hologists, etc.).
4

Dliermine learner interests and plan instructional activities 1

arognd them:
4

Plan a lesson or series of lessons including:

Objectives. -

Teaching methods and techniques.

- Instructional materials (both written and audiovisual).



mir

Evaluation. techniques.

Pace instruction at a speed appropriate do the learner.

Set and monitor instructional objectives.

SeleCt instructional material and techniques appropriate to
learner'background and experience.

Demonstrate knowledge of learning theories and their application.

Demonstrate knowledge of teaching methods and materials..

Develop written.materials for use in teaching or training.

Develop audiovisual materials for, use in teaching or training.

Develop and maintain a library of materiels for use in teaching er

training. (Specify subject and/orikevel)

o

Demonstrate knowledge of the subject(s) which I teach.

(Srieify).

Evaluate learntr progress by)

ObtservatiOn.

- OrAl questioning.
- Use of tests or other evaluative devices. .

Use questioning techniques appropriate to instructional objectives.

Make an effectilie oral presentation to a group.

-
, *s.

ss.

Demonstrate a knowledge of group interaction techniques and o their

use.

Train others to be teachers or trainers:

Articulate the philosophy. of the organization.

Explain the relationship-between a particular job and organiza-
.

tion/agency/program .miss on. Nk

identify training, needs e yrobem Analyst/Researcher).

Make an overall training plan which includes:



4

1

- /General learning objectives:
- Overall teaching strategies.
- Teaching method.
,7 Budget for training costs.,
- Schedule and site considration.
- Materials', .both written. mind audiovisual.

Evaluation techniqUes%ana instruments.

Determine the cost/effectiveness of various training approaches.

/Determine the suitability of various training approaches for

individuals with different ,backgrounds and experiences.

Develop training manuals for other liners to use.

Administer a training program, including:

- Selecting and recruiting training personnel.

- Selecting training methods and, materials which are both appropriate

to the group and cost/effective.
Setting training goals.

- Conducting the training of those who will train others.

- Mohitoring the progress of those being trained.

- Monitoring tht progrei's of those doing the training.

- Modifying training programs and techniques if the goals of the

program are not being achieved. ostk

- Evaluating the effectiveness of the training program.

- Preparing and eValuating reports on training programs.

- Monitoring and evalvting the job performance of those who were

trained. ."

6

Conduct a training session. ,e

Train. to do specific job(s) or task(s).
4

(SpeciLfy

Know how and wheno use different role- 'playing techniques in

training.
o4"'N

Help those being trained to see the relevance of theif'training

experience to theiT'Iong-range career goals and/or personal

.development:
-

Evaluate the training prog ams of others.
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TRANSPORTATION SPECIALIST .

. .

-- /

A transporttidn specialist plans and schedditS the transfer'of people

'and/or *materials from one location to another, provides forthis transfer,
and/or cares for.the-vehitles used.

I.

.11

As a transportation specialist, I Scan:

Survey the transportation needs of people, including obtaining information

about the special needs of groups, such-as children, the handicapped or
the aged.

Identify the requirements for transporting the materials used by an

organization o? program.

-

Design transpdrtation plans -for people'or materials to meat identified

needs and re6irements.

Schedule the individuals and vehicles needed to implement a transpor-

tation plan.

Monitor and keep records for a transportation program `to maintain the

quality of service, and to identify when changes are needed.

Serve as the dispatcher for a transportation program.

Coordinate a number of pick ups or, deliveries. p

Plan or { select a transportation route that sill be'most efficient in

terms of time involved and fuel consumption.

Read and.use maps to plan a route.

Identify and use all ternative routes when unexpected conditions sffect

the routes planned.

Select the type of Vehicle toy be used in a,transportation program on

the bdsis of Analysis of the vehicle characteristics and the needs and
-reqdirements/ of the program.

Decide among the various forms of finance

term leasing, short-term rental).

. ,

Se

t

ect apprOpria insurance for vehicles

pa sengers, and/or materials being transpo

. .

Keep records of vehicle insurance, registration, smd/or operators'

licenses,.

far vehicles (purchase, long-

and drivers and for the

rted.

'Read and interpret the leases, contracts, warranties and insurance
policies involved in velikcle rental or purchase.
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Describe the process involved in registering and inspecting autom9biles

and/or other vehicles. _
/ .

it

-,. ,

Describe the process involved ih obtaiging a license
,

b operate various '

.
types of vehicles (automobile, bus, taxi, etc.).

/

Monitor the condition of vedcles-sto determine when maintenance and/or
( t

replacement is needed. 6

Supervise-and keep a'record of vehicle maintenance.

-

Identify the best personjo make repairs, on the basis of costs; quality

of work, 'and warranties.

Compare the costs of.repairing and replan vehicle when deciding

the more cost-effective action.

Determine if a vehicle needs, and provide:
1,-

'Additional oil
Water added to the battery

sArlWater or antifreeze added to the radiator

jMore air in the tires

Provide routine automobile maintenance,such as:

, :: Changing the air filter

%-t Clanging the Oil and oil' filter
Check and adding, if necessary, automatic transniiisionuid
Ellishing and refilling the cooling system
.Replacing radiator or heater hoses
Lubricating chassis and/or wheel bearings .
Changing.tires

'

.

Explain what recourse is available if a vehicle cannot be made to

function adequately while under guarantee.

0

Teach others how to.drive a Car, bus, or other vehicle (spe Teacher/

Trainer). ar

Plan and make the arrangements"(.reservations, tickets, etc.) for

grot/p travel.

Negotiate with transportation and accommodation representativesto
obtain the ,lowest possible costs for a group travel package.

^'
I*
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